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Absmct 

Background: In the last decade the number of mumatic head injuries (THIS) 

admined m Newfoundland's main nemnngical r e f e d  centen has noticeably 

declined. particularly those resulting from motor vehicle accidents (MVAs). 

Objectives: To d c s c n i  the epidemiology of THIS over the period 1985-98 

and to assess any relationship between the incidence of THIS and use of 

helmets, seatbelts and alcohol. To determine the o c c m c e  of these 

preventative measures. Metboda: The cham of 2.739 patients from the greater 

eastem area of Newfoundland w m  reviewed. Other etiological facton 

affecting the incidence of THIS such as animal attacks, fall, brawls, sportr/play, 

abuse, pedemians. moose-MVAs, plane crashes, explosions, suicide attempts. 

being smck with a foreig object and work injtuies w m  also examined. Sex, 

age. dates of injury and admission, ICD codes assigned, physiological outcome, 

hohpital outcome and geographic location of injury were also collected 

Resole: Falls accounted for 31.2 percent of all THIS; MVAs, the second most 

common cause. accounted for 27.4 perrent of all THIS. Most injuries were 

i n c m d  by people ages 15 and younger (26 %). They were typically male and 

lived in the urban eastern area of Newfoundland Enforcemat and legislation 

on helmet and seatbelt use and drinking and driving were temporally W a t e d  

with the observed decline io THIS. A great deal of safety education and public 

awareness, however, is still needed 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 



When someone cxptriences any kind of muma, it has the potential to 

signifianlly affect the individual who i n c m d  the injury, as well as one's 

family and society in s e n d .  The experience of a head injury is the mast 

serious type of muma. Traumatic head injlxies (THIS) arc a leading c a w  

of morraliry and morbidity (Coopn; 1993; Gmnwall, Wrightsan and 

Waddell, 1990). 

A THI is any injury to the headhain that o c c m  as a m l t  of some 

foreign force being applied to it. There are various typcs of mumatic head 

injuries. these include ones such as open closed and crushing (Bear. & 

Myers. 1990: Gmnwall n al., 1990). An open head injury occurs when the 

scalp gets lacerated and the skull fractured rhus the brain m a m  becomes 

exposed and/or damaged (Gronwall et al.. 1990). A closed head injury 

occurs when the head is accelerated. dccclerateh or rotated and the brain is 

forced to follow the movement of the skull. The roR jelly-like substance of 

the brain gets twisted and distoncd in the pmcesn, which ruetches and 

damages the nerve f ibm (Gmnwall ct al., 1990). Finally, a crushing head 

injury is the rmshing of the head between two foreign objects so h t  the 

base of the skull and the nerves that nm out through it are damaged 

(Gmnwall et al., 1990). Beattie (1997) points out that although the ex& 

evidence of injury can ofrm be minimal when an injury occurs, the potential 

for ~mderlying pmbtems within the skull can be high. 



In the province of Newfoundland and Labrador, a d m a s c  in both the 

incidence and severity of THIS has b m  obwrved o w  the pas 15 to 20 

years. Mmun (1989) found h m  1977 m 1986. that pediatric head injuries 

significantly declined. These observations primarily come from the 

province's main neumnugical referral cenms, the Health Care Corporation 

of St. lohn's (HCCSJ), which includes adult and pedimic populations. The 

Carbonear General Hospital was also included. All hospitals are located on 

the Avalon Peninsula of the province. While the r p u m  of TWIs is quite 

varied. the neurosqeons pcrcciw that the decline o v d l  in THIS is mostly 

a result of a decline in injuies resulting born motor vehicle accidents 

IMVAr) and btcycle acc~denrs. 

THIS are a majar public health concern and prevention continues to be 

of paramount imporrance (National Wrutes  of Health m, 2000). Many 

matepies can be and have been taken in an effort to help reduce both the 

incidence and severity of THIs. Rimary prevention is aimed at individuals 

who have not yet suffered h m  injlny (Mamff  & Kramer, 1985). 

Inmvention at rhis nage is intended to change conditianr that put the 

individual at risk for injury Wegelman & Povar, 1988). Due to the high 

rates of morraliry andfor morbidity that often accompany head injmies, 

primary preventative deviceS,mdtegies such as seatbelt and helmet use and 



not drinking and driving are imponant steps in minimizing the 

numberlseverity of head injuries. 

The leading cause of THI varies across provincial, national, and 

international levels. For Newfoundland. tmintentional falls are the most 

fmluent reported cause of THI, making up 31.2 percent of total head 

injuries (National Trauma Regisuy WTR], 2001). At the national level, 

THIS wem also primarily c a w d  by uninceniional falls (44%) (NTR, 1999). 

In the United States, however, in 1999, i n j q  resulting from MVAs Iakes 

the lead. accounting for 53 percent of all THts (Centm for Disease Conhol 

[CDC]. 2001). 

The incidence of THIS continue to decline. In Newfoundland and 

Labrador. for example, there were 752 hospitalized admissions for THI in 

1985 compared to 1999 whcre only 467 caxs of THIS were admitted 

(Newfoundland and Labrador Centre for Health Information, 2000). 

Nationally, for Canadq there were 21,163 THI admissions in 1999 

compared to 37,684 rcported in 1985 (Statisdcs Camda, 2001). For the 

United Skates, the crnzus for 2000 suggests Ulat approximately 1.5 to 2 

million people wcre reported to have incurred a THI. This has declined 

significantly from that reported for 1985 (NIH, 2000). In addition, the rates 

of horpitalizadon for people with THI in the United States has declined 



nearly 50 percent since 1980 (Thumw, Alvmon, h. Guerroro & 

Sneizek, 1999). 

For Newfoundland and Labrador, there were some identifiable factors 

that were felt to have had some impact on the decline of THIS and their 

severity. Most factors were preventative devices or strategies that involve 

the operation of motor vehicles, such as the wearing of a seatbelt or helmet 

when openting a motorcycle, ATV. skidoo, or pedal bicycle, and not 

drinking alcohol and drivmg. Although compulsory seatbelt usage was 

rnmduced in the early 1980's. it was not suictly enforced until the early 

1990's when the demerit point syrvm was inmduced (Newfoundland 

Deparnnent of Justice. 1995). Also, in Decemtm 1994, the provincial 

government of Newfoundland revised the impaired driving law, enforcing a 

stricter 0.05 mmol of alcohol per l im of b l d  as opposed to the previously 

allowable level of0.08 mmol (Newfoundland Department ofJustice, 1995). 

Similarly, for the usage of bicycle helmets, four of the province's densely 

populated municipalities. three of them on the Avalan Peninsula, imposed 

compulsory bicycle helmet usage in 1994. Compulsory helmet wage for 

motorcycle r idm was enforced provincially at a much earlier time in 1973 

(Newfoundland Department afGoycmmenS Senices and Lands, 1996). 

Given the observations by cliniciam and the many prevention-focused 

laws introduced into the province of Newfoundland and Labrador in the I& 

5 



decade or so, one could hypothmze that this legislation had a significant 

influence an the declining incidence and severity of 'IUts. 

It was the purpose of this r e a r c h  to investigate and confvm these 

clinical observations rhmugh a ~t rnspe~t ivc  chart review of the hospital 

records of residents of Newfolmdland and Labrador who incurred a THI and 

who were admined ro the main n e u m ~ ~ g i c a l  referral cenan during the 

years 1985 to 1998. Orher etiological factors and their association with THIS 

wll  also be explored. 



Chapter 2 

Literature Review 



There is considerable research on THI prevention. Many 

intnventions decrease both the +mey and severity of ?HIS. Primary 

prevention. in pdcular ,  is the most impormt. Intervention at this level is 

intended to change conditions that put the individual at risk for injury 

(Riegelman & Povar. 1988). Due to the serious name of outcomes that 

often accompany THIS, it is in the population's k t  interest to prevent them. 

THIS have a sigificant impact on menral, physical, psychological, 

and swial well-being. THIS can affect one's financial status, quality of life, 

loved ones, and society in general. The U.S. NEI has suggested that under- 

diagnosed and, consequently. inadequately treated head injuries are likely to 

create a substantial burden on society (NIH. 2WO). 

Ovcrall. the primary cause of THIS is falls. The second most common 

cause is MVAs followed by bicycling injuries. Consequently, these are the 

focus of this study. For MVAs and bicycling, there are clearly preventative 

devices and behawom that one can use to help prevent injury. Other 

facton also have the potential to induce THIS. Abuse, assault. animal 

attacks, rpom/play, explosion, suicide attempts, plane crashes, work, brawls. 

being srmck with foreign objects, and being a pedemian all c m m h t e  to 

THIS. Beattie (1997) suggesu that it is very important to detenninc the 

exact mechanisms of injury so as to be able to anticipate the probability of 



simificant injury. The various etiologies of THls will be discussed in the 

next section. 

2.1 W A S  

Head ~njuries amibutcd to MVAs are primarily due to: I) non-uw of 

seatbelt safety resuaints: 2) drinking alcohol and driving; and 3) non-use of 

helmets by rnotorcyclisrsipedal cyclists. This includes such vehicles as 

car/rmch. ATVs, skidoos, moose-MVAs. and motorcycles. Much rcxarch 

has been completed to illusmtc this. As a randomized contml uial would be 

both unethical and illegal to implement (Mausner & Kramer, 1985; Sacken. 

Hapes. Guyan & Tugwell. 1991). the m d y  designs used to evaluare safety 

measures were primarily rctmspecdve in nature and were deemed best suited 

for this type of study. 

2.1.1 Seatbelt Usage 

It is felt that seatbeltr offer the greatest protection for carltmck 

occupants. Seatbelt usage was fomd to be associated with a significant 

decrease in head injuries (Anderson. McLellan, Pagliarcllo &Nelson, 1990; 

PraR Richardson. & Yeoh 1973). The evidence to support the usage of 

seatbelts in prcvmdn~ the occmmce of head injuries is overwhelming. 

Decreased incidence of head injuries following implementation of 

compulsory seatbelt legislation has becn fomd at the pmviocial (Clarke, 

I W ) ,  national (Anderson et al., 1990). and international levels (Pratt et al., 
9 



1973: All- Barnes & Badida. 1985; Rutledge, Lalor, Ollcr, Hans- 

Thomason, M e d r h  Foil & Baker, 1993; Thomas, 1990). However, some 

rrscarch suggests that seatbelts have no simficant impact on decreasing 

head injuries (Marine. KcnviR Moore, L a n e  & Baron, 1994; 

Swierzewski Feliciano. Lillis. nlig & States, 1994). 

In a 1986-1988 sNdy of 383 patient accidents admined to Sumybrook 

Medical Cenue. Tomnto. Ontano. seatbelt us decreased fatalities in 

coll~sions by as much as 15 percent (Andmon et al., 1990). Here, belted 

occupants had a lower mean length of stay (LOS) (pc 0.05) and also a 

sigificantly lower (F .01) injury severity score. Ran et al. (1973) similarly 

found for Ausrralia lhat seatbelt us significantly reduced injury for the 

18.000 caws reviewed (pc 0.01). Many other studies have found that 

compulsory seatbelt legislation is associated with an increased use of 

seatbelts and decreaxd incidence of head injuries in panicular. 

In a British prospective study published in 1985. 611 car drivm and 

h n r  sear passengers were followed for four months before and a fm seatbelt 

Icgislanon was initiated (Allen et al.. 1985). With legislation, the incidence 

of all injuries dropped signifimtly as compared to the fom months prior fo 

legislation. In particular, there was a significant decrease in face and skull 

injuries (p c .05). 



In addition, Rutledge et at. (1993) looked m s p e c t i ~ e l y  at 33% 

pati- listed in the Nonh Camlina muma regimy and ems-matched 

injury type with reatbelt uw. The patients wearing seatbelts had 

si&wificanrly fewer, shorter hospital stays and less ume requiring mechanical 

ventilation in the ICU. The most significant difference was noted in injuries 

sustained to the headlneck redon (P c .0001). 

In a prospective England study rpponed in 1990. 95 injuries incurred 

one year before legislation were compared with 85 injuries incvmd one  yea^ 

after legislation (Thomas, 1990). The only type of injwy that significantly 

decreased as a result of compulso~ scatbelt lepisladon was that sustained to 

the head region (p = ,048). 

For the province of Newfoundland and Labrador, Clarke 11999) also 

found a significant decrease in l'Hl admissions after compulsory seatbelt 

legslation became enforced. In a r m o r p ~ t i v e  chart review of 201 patients 

at the Health Sciences Cenne who had in- head injuries as a result of 

an MVA the d t s  w m  consistent with rhc previously reviewed IiferaMe. 

This study found a significant in- in the number of people using the 

seatbelt when it was available for their use (pc 0.05). This was most 

noticeable in 1993-1994. when compulsory sitbelt  legislation was more 

mictly enfoxed Thus, it was n o m i d  that e n f o x ~ ~ l l t  of sitbelt  

legislation in Ncwfoyndlmd likely played a significant mle in the decline of 
I1 



head injuries. Similar sratistics about increased seatbelt use over this time 

period were also noted (Canadian Council of Motor Transpon 

Adminimators [CCMTA]. 1997). A 'Fpon generand by the Royal 

Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) noted that seatbelt charges decreased 

from 3.513 in 1985 to 927 in 1999 (RCMP, 2000). 

In contrast, a reuospective m d y  h m  1994 in Colorado on 256 MVA 

nash victims suggested that watbelt usage had no significant impact on 

decreasing the incidence of injuries (Marine et al., 1994). The investigators 

suggest that other factors such as mash severity, type of vehicle, and type of 

Impact all play imponant mles. While finding that seatbelt use was not a 

significant factor in decreasing injuries. this study is ctiticied for the known 

lack of reliability of remain1 use information in the United States. As the 

laws and the d e w e  of their enforcement vary a m  nates. accuracy of such 

results is questioned. Swim-Id et al. (1994) similarly found that the 

fatalities incurred for those restrained were no different than those who were 

not resnained. A total of I18 victims were assessed from New Yark and IIX 

incidence of major head injury was the same. 

2.12 .McoboI Usage 

There is a considerable amount of rewareh &at shows an association 

between the incidence ofhead injuries and &nmk dtiving an4 in panicular, a 

reduction of THI with a deerease in drinldng and driving (Honkanan & 
I2 



Smith, 1991; Cherpital, 1993; Walln; S t e m  Hansen, Stuns, Popldn & 

Rodgnan, 1986). Some authors, however, have suggested that alcohol use 

may have no eff-t on THI or, paradoxically, may even have a protective 

effect on the occurrence of or severity of a head injury (Maio, Pormoy, Blow 

& Hill. 1994; Ward, Flynn, Miller & Blaisdell. 1982). 

The literature on alcohol and THIS, however, does not ~pecificaily 

address the incidence of THE before and after drunk driving legislation was 

implemented. The studies, instead, are of a general nature, associating the 

use of alcohol with an increased incidence of injuries. 

From a remspective Finnish study reported in 1991, a trauma registry 

was reviewed for 14.920 patiens who had MVAs and head uauma 

(Honkanan & Smith, 1991). The investigators found. as did Clarke's 

preliminary study, that those who suffered head injuries were eight times 

more likely to be ~ntoxicated as opposed to those that were driving sober 

(OR=8.3: 95% CI=7.6-9.1). Head injury was found in 64.1 percent of 

people who were drinking and driving, as opposed to only 17.6 percent 

found in those driving and sobet (Honkanan & Smith 1991). Even amongst 

those operating motorcycles, t h m  was a fourfold greater incidence of 

alcohol intoxication in nonhelmeted motorcyclists than in sober ones 

( J o h s o r ~  McCarthey, Miller & Peoples, 1995). Drinldng and driving, they 

suggest, significantly increases we's risk of incurring a head injury 
13 



In a rctrorpective mdy published in 1986 out of North Cmlina, 

medical record data on more than mu million people wbo were involved in 

MV.k was assessed (Waller et al., 1986). Once the cf fm of scatbelt w, 

age, speed, vehicle rypc and vehicle weight were adjusted for. it was 

concluded thar the drinking driver was more likely to suffer saious injury or 

death than the non-drinldng driver (p < .05). Drinking and driving they also 

suggest simficantly increases one's risk of incurring a head injury. 

Johnson (1989) and McKnuie and Single (1997) % B a t  that while 

tmpzred driving is a major cause of mortality and morbidity in Canada 

alcohol consumption is. in fact, declining. Locke (1991). in her mearch 

&om the Canadian national summary statistics, has found that drinking and 

driving charges and injuries incurred have decrcascd as a result of legislation 

being introduced. She has f o n d  thar those farally i n j d  from drinldng and 

driving had decreased from 51 percent in 1981 to 36 percent in 1989. 

Johnson (1989) similarly has f o n d  thaf even horn 1981 to 1987 in 

the UUited States, the incidence of impaired driving has declined by 21 

percent, going horn 16L000 in 1981 to 118,000 in 1987. McKemie and 

Single (1997) present some Canadian statistics that have also folmd alcohol 

consumption to be declining. T5.q fomd that 72.3 percent of Canadians 

reported drinking in 1994 campared m 79 percent in 1990 and also maf 45 



p m m t  of those who were Fdtally injured in MVAs had some alcohol in I 
their blood. 

Young people are most oeen the ones to be found drinldng and 

driving. Chmpital(1993) reponed the age group most likely to incur such an 

injury from drinking and driving was 1849 years. Honkanan and Smith 

(1991) m o g i z e d  a broader age range of 15 to 64 year old males to be most 

susceptible. 

Males. in particular, young males, are most often found to be the ones 

drinking and driving and incurring a THI as a result Cherpital (1993) found 

In her Californian study of 1.150 people 18 years and older, rhat males (56 

%) who were d r i h g  (45 %) were most likely to engage in high risk 

behaviour such as drinking and driving and to incur a THI as a result of i r  

Ward et al. (1982) also note that in their Texan sNdy of 1,198 patients, 32 

percent had consumed alcohol prior to the injury, thus engaging in risky 

behanor. This occurred eqmal ly  for youns males (36 %) as opposed to 

females (20 %). Finally. Honkanan and Smith (1994) in their Finnish m d y  

of 108 patienrs admined to the emergency mom of a local hoqiral f o d  

rhat head injury was more common m o n g  the intoxicated (64.1 %) than 

among the saber (17.6 %). particularly among males (19.7 %)as opposed to 

females (9.5 %). 



Many reasons have been put forth as to why people continue to drink 

and drive. As Ward et al. (1982) have found, males are much higher risk 

takers than females. Also, there exists the perception among drinken that 

they won't get cau&t because they are only going shott distances. and the 

distorted perception, derived fmm alcohol consumptior, that they m able to 

drive (Waller et al.. 1986). 

Conuary to popular belief, some studies suggest that alcohol has a 

protective effect on the brain once an injury is sustained. Mortality is 

ngnificantly demased in those intoxicated drivm compared to those not 

intox~cated (Maio et al., 1994: Ward et al., 1982). However, the survivors 

had a geater incidence and severity of head injuries compared to the non- 

intoxicated people. Wad et al. (1982) found that the total morality in the 

intoxicated group was significantly less than in the p u p  with no detectable 

alcohol level (p c 0.01). Maio et al. (1994) similarly found in their 

remspective study out of Michigan on 176 caxs that injury and length of 

stay aas no more significant for those drinking and driving than it was for 

those who were not (p > 0.05). These studies suggesr that due to the 

tncreased levels of circulating catecholalnines caused by the presence of 

alcohol. the body is better prepared physiologically to withstand injury. 

H ~ - m e m b o l i m  is one of the body's ~ I i c  mspnses to hjury. 



Catecholamines, which increase metabolism, are the mediators (Ward et al., 

1982). 

The argument for i n c r e a .  catecholamine levels, however. is not 

without criticism. One group disputes the notion of dcoholk protective 

effects (Waller ct al.. 1986), and suggests that alcohol may increase cerebral 

edema and thus exacerbate injury. As a result, intoxicated people presented 

to emergency roams with THIS may be misclassifled as being more seriously 

injured than they actually are. As a result. their a p p m t  quicker recover, 

from a presumably more serious injury may skew the data in a positive 

fashion. Additionally, if dnmk drivm are pronounced dead at the scene, 

this would bias the sample of patimu presenting to the hospital as a less 

severely injured p u p .  

In Newfoundland and Labrador, the results are similar to those 

reported in the literature. An earlier study by Clarke (1999) found a 

declining mend in drinking and driving over the period of 1992 to 1998. 

This trend was most notable fmm I994 onwards. 

In a repon by the RCMP (2000). the number of impaired driving 

charges decreased Fmm 1,850 in I985 to 1,306 in 1999. It may be surmised 

that the decreased use of alcohol before driving was positively a s h f e d  

with the dmeasing incidence of h a d  injlmes. This finding p d l e l s  the 



results found on the national scene for the whole of Canada in the years 

1987-1995 (CCMTA, 1997). 

2.13 Helmet Usage 

The usage of helmets either on motorcycles or pedal bicycles has been 

found to significantly reduce THIS. But these findings, as well, are not 

without criticism Bicyclists who wear helmets will reduce their risk of 

sustaining a head injury by 88 percent (Ontario N m m m  Foundation, 

1998). In a Texas study on the whole of the United States data base, non- 

helmeted riders are I4 rimes more likely to be involved in a fatal crash fhm 

the bicyclists wearing a safety helmet (Winslade, 1001). Henderson (1995). 

in his Australian m e w  of bicycle helmet effecdveness. has similarly 

suggested that bicycle helmets subrmtially reduce the risk of head injury in 

a crash by minimizing brain tissue distonion that occurs on impact. 

According to many, bicycle helmets have been found to significantly 

decrease the incidence and severity of THIS (Sosin, Sacks & Webb. 1996: 

Guohua Baker, Fowler & DiScda, 1995; Thompson, Rivera & Thompson, 

1996: Linn. Smith & Shepps, 1998; Zmmer, Franken & Lobbecke, 19%). 

This was parricularly obrerved, when compulsory helmet legislation was 

implemented (Linn eI al., 1998; Robinson, 1996). Vulcan and Lane's (1998) 

rumrnary article from A u d i a  adds that bicycle helmets, when -ly 



worn are a proven intervmtion and the injury prevention c o m m i t y  should 

play its pan in rnsurinp that they become widely used. 

In a descriptive Canadian sudy, data on helmet usage was collected 

on 1,462 lnj-d bicyclists in British Columbia over a five-year period (Linn 

et al.. 1998). Head and facial injuries were found to be most prevalent, 

particularly for those who did not use a helmet (OR=1.55; 95% CI=1.18- 

2.04). With compulsory helmet usage just being i n n o d u d  the authors 

postulated a decrease in the number and severity of head injuries. 

In a prospective srudy, 3,390 head-mnjured bicyclim admined to 

cenual and easrsidc hospitals of Seattle were analyzed, comparing injwier 

before and after the introduction of compulsory bicycle helmet legislation 

(Thompson et al.. 1996). Brcycle helmets provided substantial protection 

against head injuries for cyclists of all ages (OR = 0.32; p < 0.05). including 

those involved in motor vehicle crashes (OR = 0.31; p c 0.05). A decrease 

of THIS of bcoveen 69 to 74 percent was found for bicyclists in the post- 

vmus pre- legislation period. 

Similarly. in another retrospective study, the cham of 140.247 injured 

bicyclists h m  across the United States were analyzed (Smin n al., 1996). 

It was determined that 33 percent of all deafhs as a result of head injuries 

could have been prwmted had tbe bicyclists worn helmets. Sosin et al. 

(1996) f m d  that bicycle helmets reduced head i n j w  between 74 and 85 
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percent. They suggest that implementation of compulsory bicycle helmet 

legislation does have a significant impact on decreasing THIS i n d  from 

bicycling. Guohua et al. (1995). also in a remspective chan review of 2,333 

children ages 0-14 yean old fmm Maryland, found that 54 percent of all 

head injuries sustained were the result of bicycling and that over one-half of 

these could have been avoided had the bicyclist worn a helmet 

Finally, a Gnman study fmm 1987-1995 was conducted on :59 

patients admitted for bicycling injuries (Zenmer et al.. 1996). Of these. 52. 

percent suffered head uauma as a result ofnot wearing a helmet. They found 

that a bicyclist's risk of head injury is decreased between 33 m 56 percent by 

wearin$ a helmet 

Traumatic head injuries incumd from bicycling most often occur for 

people aged 0-15. Henderson (1995). in his study, has found that the age 

group 5-16 years old is most susceptible to bicycling injuries. Sosin et al. 

(1996) support this notion far children less than I9 yews of age. as does 

Loubeau (2000). who, in her study of 3 1 New York children, found those 

between 5-14 year olds as most ~ ~ e p t i b l e  to THIS as a -It of not 

weating a bicycle helmet. 

For motorcycles, in particular, the literature reveals that it is mostly 

young adults who are most likely not to we;n a helmet (Skdkidou, Pe!xidou, 

Papadopoulos, Dasypris & Trichopoulos, 1999, Johnson et al., 1995). 
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Skalkidou et al. (1999) have found persons under 30 yean old are most 

likely to not wear helmets and to incur THIS as a result of this behaviow (p< 

0.001). In their July to August 1998 Greece study, a total of982 motorcycle 

ridm got stopped and interviewed. The four year study of Johnson et al. 

(1995) similarly found the average age at which one incurred injury fmm not 

wearing a helmet to be 29.8 yean. Whm they assessed the helmet status of 

331 patients admined to an Illinois hospital a i k  having a motorcycle 

accident and incuning a THI. 254 (77 %)of them did not wear a helmet. 

Also. males more often than females have been known to incur more 

THIS as a result of not wearing a helmet. L ~ M  et al. (1998) found that 13.8 

percent of boys admined with a head injury incumd that injury as a result of 

not wearing a bicycle helmet compared to 10.2 percmt of girls. Skalkidou et 

al. (1999) similarly found that girls complied with helmet use significantly 

more o*en than did males @c 0.001). Johnson et al. (1995) also found that 

girls (89.7%) morc so than boys (10.3 %) complied with helmet use (p< 

0.01). Rourke (1994) in her Ontario study of 250 5-14 year olds found that 

helmet compliance was significantly greater for females than for males (p= 

0.002). Morris, Trimble & Fendley (1994) similarly found in their twoyear 

Ontario study of 851 cyclim that of the 197 females, 31 won helmets (15.7 

%) compared to the boys, where only 53 of the 654 (8.1 %) wore a h e l m  



Henderson (1995) found that 85 of the 102 that were wriously head injured 

or killed were males (83.3 %). 

Much of the m a r c h  has found little compliance with helmet use. 

Many have discussed why this may be so. Many reasons have been 

identified as to why pwpk may not bc compliant wilh helmet use, even 

when there is legislation in place. Henderson (1995) suggests that cost, peer 

pressure. and the perception that helmets are not 'macho" may play a role. 

Alcohol use also seemed to be a factor regarding failure to use helmets 

(Johnson er al., 1995). Sosin et al. (1996) also add the absmce of an 

appropriate adult role model to the list. As well, parental inconsistmcy in 

enforcing helmet use conmbutes to this belief ( R o d e ,  1994). A degm of 

fear and misunderstanding about the benefits of head protection was also 

noted (Loubeau. 2000). Laubeau (2000) reporled that in spite legislation in 

an urban New York city and the lmowledge that helmets help decrease 

injuy, only 9 of the 31 children were wearing them Usmg f m  groups, 

Loubeau (2000) found that diromforl and the perception of looking dumb 

had amibuted to slich noncompliance. 

A n o h  point of emphasis should be the proper fit of the helmet. 

Henderson (1995) suggem that in order to get optimal protection afforded 

by a he!met, it must be fitted properly, placed properly, and have the chin 

suapr fastened Otherwise, he suggests, neither the helmef nor the laws 
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requiring its use can reach their full etiectivenm. Riwq Astley. Cl- 

Thompson & Thompson (1599) found thar a sample of I26 childrm bom 

the state of Colorado wearing helmets still sustained a head injury that was 

likely due to the poor fit of the helmet, and suggested that a poorly fitted 

helmet may be associated wth an increased &k of head injury. 

2.2 Other MV.4 Forms 

In Newfoundland, many people frequmtly utilize skidoos. Bcilman. 

Brasel. Dimick Seaner, Jacobs & Cmston (1599) found in their Minnesota 

study of 274 cham that head injuries affected 33.6 percent of the population 

studied as a result of skidoo accidents. Ethanol use (44 %) and "on-use of 

helmets (35 X) were the main conmbuting factors. Additionally, in an 18- 

year re>icw of mowmabile use in Newfoundland and Labrador, Hamdy, 

Dhir. Cameron, Jones & Firzgerald (1988) discovered that the head was one 

of the most commonly injured areas (27.6 %) and less than 10 percent of 

panems were wearing helmets at the time of the accident. In their mmiwq 

anicle on momobiling accidents, the American Academy of Pediamcs 

(2000) commented that head mjllries were the leading cause of injury and 

death from accidents on snowmobiles. Most deaths and injury occurred, 

they suggest as a result of miking fixed objects, such a. a tree, cable wire or 

another vehicle. 



The rugged terrain of the pmvince brings with it the increased use of 

all-terrain-vehicles (ATVs). This is particularly so in rural arms of the 

pmbince. As they are some* uwd as recreational toys, ATVs have the 

porential to induce head injuries to those availing of these vehicles. 

Head injuries have also been found to be a result of ATV accidents. 

Boswcll. Boyd, Schaffnm, Williams & F m Q  (1996) in thcir study h m  two 

Georgian hospitals on 69 fatalities, found that two deaths resulted from 

riding ATVs without a helmer Cvljanovich Cook, Mann and Dean (2001) 

in their Utah pediatric study, found that 32 of the 788 people in ATV-related 

accidenrs (25 %) suffered damage to their cmual nervous system. Gibbs, 

Lamnce and Reillcy (1997) simlarly found head injunes to be the most 

common injury type incurred during A N  accidents in Louisiana (13 %). 

They suggest that ATVs have pmduced many deaths and serious injuries 

since their ~nmduction to the marketplace. 

Somewhat unique to Newfoundland and Labrador is the moose as a 

cause of head injury. This animal, which roams the rugged rmain and 

wooded areas of h e  pmvincc. can be somewhat of a menace to motor 

vehiclim. kquently wandering out into the roadway; and causing 

accidents. pamdarly at night. Hence, it has the patentid to cause head 

injuries to the pasren~ers/&ivm of the vehicles. Rauy and Tmes  (1991) 

found this to be so for injuries m general in Ncwfoundland UVAs m o d y  
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rwo years, 1987-1988, where 661 injuries were caused by moosMVAs. No 

other research was found directly relating mwse MVAs, and head injuries. 

2.3 Newfoumdldlmd Legislatiom 

For the province of Newfoundland and Labrador, legislation has only 

been passed in recent years regarding compulsory seatbelt use (Government 

of Newfoundland Depamnent of Justice, 1990). suicter drinking and driving 

laws (Newfoundland Depamnent of JusIice, 1995). and compulsory bicycle 

helmet use (City of Mount Pesrl, 1994; Ciry of St. John's, 1994; T o m  of 

Paradise. 1992; Ciry of Comer Bmk, 1994). 

Compulsory seatbelt use was passed and enforced July 1, 1982 

(Newfoundland Department of Justice, 1995). It sated that a pmon who 

operates on a highway a vehicle in which a seatbelt assembly is provided for 

the driver shall wear the complete seatbelt assembly in a properly adjusted 

and securely fastened manna (Newfoundland Department of Govemmmf, 

Senices and Lands. 1996). 

However. it was not until the demerit point system ass introduced in 

Newfoundland in 1990 that a very high compliance rate in seatbelt use was 

noticed. The demerit point system attached a point value plus a tine to any 

warbelt violations (Newfoundland Depamnent of Justice, 1995). For not 

wearing a seatbelf one could receive a h e  from 45 to 500 dollars and/or 

imprisonment for 2-25 days, plus two demerit points. The accumulation of 
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demerit points increases the difiiculty and cost with which one is able to get 

their vehicle registered and driver's licence renewed (Newfoundland 

Department of Government, Services and Lands, 1996). 

Similarly, the revision of the drinking legislation, enacted and 

enforced in December 1994, set a blwd alcohol concenmtion level to 0.05 

m o l R  as opposed to the previous level of 0.08 mmol/L (Newfoundland 

Department of Justice. 1995). The law states that a criminal offence is 

committed by any one who operates a motor vehicle while impaired by 

alcohol or a dmg or who has consumed alcohol in such a quantity that the 

concentration in the person's blood exceeds 80 milligrams (50 for 

Newfoundland) of alcohol in 100 milliliues of blwd (Gremspan & 

Rosenberg, 2001). The penalty for first-time offenders is at least a one-year 

suspension of their driver's licence accompanied by a six to eight hundred 

dollar fine. Repeat offenders face substantial fines plus the saving of 

intermittent time in prison (Newfoundland Dqamnent of Justice. 

1995).Compulmry motorcycle helmet use was passed and enforced in May 

1973 (Newfoundland Depamnent of Governmat, Services and Lands, 

1996). The law generally states that no one shall ride on or operate a 

motorcycle, A m ,  or slddoo unless that pmon is wearing a helmet and that 

failure to do so may d t  in a maximum fine of 5 0  dollars (Newfoundland 

Depamnent of Gov-ent, Services and Lands, 1996). 
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The implementation and enforcement ofbicycle helmet legislation has 

only recently been intmduced as municipal by-laws. Only four h o m  

municipalities, S t  John's (City of S t  John's, 1994), Mount Pearl (City of 

Mount Pearl. 1994). Paradise (Tom of Paradise, 1992). and Comer Bmok 

(Civ of Comer Bmok 1994). have implemented the h e l m  by-law so far. 

Generally. the law states that no p m n  shall ride on or operate a bicycle on 

a smet unless that penon is wearing a bicycle helmet that is designed for 

bicycling use and is approved by the Canadian Standards .4ssociation. 

St. John's passed the by-law in April 1994 and enforced it in June 

1994 and imposer a 20 to 45 dollar fine for not adhering to this by-law (City 

of St. John's. 1994). Mount P a l  passed a similar by-law in May 1994 and 

lt came into effect June I994 wherc they impose a maximum 20 dollar finc 

(City of Mount Pearl. 1994). Paradise paued and enforced their helmet by- 

law in September 1992 where a set fine of 15 dollan is imposed (Tom of 

Paradise. 1992). Finally, Comer Bmok pasxd their helmet by-law in July 

1994 to be enforced effective August 1994 for a maximum fine of 25 dollars 

ICiN of Comer Brook 1994). The helmet law enforcing authorities in lhac 

communities have been lax in proposing punitive m m ,  such as ftno, 

confiscation of propmy, and issuing of warnings primarily due to lack of 

human resources. 



The litmfure. thus, s u p p m  the notion that seatbelts, helmets, and not 

drinldng alcohol before driving are conmiuting facfm that are associated 

with the declining incidence and severity of THIS. 

2.4 FaUs 

Besides these most common ways of incuning THIS and eying to 

prevent them through the usage of seatbclts, helmets, and not drirking and 

drivmg. head injuries may be incumd fmm s variety of other methods. As 

was mentioned earlier, mechanisms such as falls. abuse, assault, explosions, 

pedesnians. sports! play, moose. work relaudness, suicide artcmpts, animal 

attacks. and betng srmck with an object can all conmbute to head injury. 

Wkle some research has been fotmd on falls, abuse. assault, pedcmians, 

spotidplay, and suicide. very little has bem found on work-related injllria. 

animal attacks, explosions, and being muck with a foreign o b j m  

Falls is the most common cause of THIS (NTR 1999). In Canada, 

falls were the number one cause of THIS, making up 44 percent of all head 

injmies repaned (NIR 1999). particularly for the age p u p  less than 15 

years old (36 %). Falls were similarly the most frequent c a w  of head 

m j w  for people aged 35-54 years old in Canada (44 %) and for those ased 

65 and over (85 %) (NTR, 1999). Thew findinp differ tiom fhe United 

States, however. where MVAs tmk the number one position for causing 

THIS. with falls being second (MH, 2000). 
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Falls have bem an identified primmy cause of TfU in bath children 

(Reecc & Sege, 2000: Beame, 1997; Adenmltanmi, Ogimi. Oyelami & 

Badru. 1998) and the elderly (Benole & Hesr 1994). Whether it is due to 

a child's not fully developed sensory system (Sin & Illlman. 1999) or to the 

elderly's decreased sensory functioning, respectively, these two populations 

are very susceptible to injury fmm falling ( b o l e  & Hess. 1994; 

Luukinm Viramo, Kosld. Laippala& Kivela, 1999: bus et al., 1999). 

Beanie (1997). in h a  U.S. review ardcle, found that falls w m  h e  

most common injury for children. While they typically fall shon disfances, 

thetr head injuries w m  mon often not sevm. Beanie (1997) has 

discovered that most falls in children arc usually fmm short heights or fmm 

nmnlng on level surfaces. As children are typically energetic, playful. and 

cwious. this finding is not unusual. They were typially found to be falling 

offbeds and furnirure (BeQ. Hunsberga & Wright, 1994). Reece and Sege 

(2000) in their retrospective review of 287 medical records of children 

admined to an Ohio hospital, found that 80 of these w m  the result of falling 

(27.9%). 6.3 percent of which occwred while the child was m a walker, and 

often down over a flight of staim. Adenmkanmi et al. (1998) found that 25 

percent of all childhood injuries were the result of falling. Of the 1,471 

Nigerian children that w a c  -ted at the emergency department, 305 of 

them were injwed from falling. Finally, Sin and Ullman (1999). m theu 
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U.S. Jwnmary article, suggest that due to the active growing naNre of the 

nervous sysIem of children, it is therefore most mscepnile to incurring 

injury. 

As already stated, the elderly, as well, were found in the literature to 

be very susceptible to incurring a THI fmm falling. Many natural and 

pathological factors have been identified for this happning. The elderly are 

more likely to suffer from osteoporosis, decreased sensory perception, and 

forgefilness (Ebemle & Herr, 1994). They may forget where they placed 

things. and w~th  decreased visual and auditory perception, tend to fall more 

frequently, incurring injuries. including head injuries. The National 

Institutes of Health (2000) also note that risk factors for falls among the 

elderly include alcohol use. medications, and osteoporosis. Likewise, 

Kannus et al. (1999) found the incidence of falls among Finland's elderly 

population to be increasingly high. Of the 750 elderly people that were 

presented to the emergency deparrment 554 (73.9 %) of them were injured 

as a result of a fall. Luukinen et al. (1999) similarly found in their Finland 

smdy that of the 588 chats reviewed, cognitive decline was positively 

asssiared with elderly people falling. 

2.S Pedertrians 

Being smck by a motor vehicle while walking along the roadside is 

another well-recognized c a w  of head injury. Much research to date has 
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found the head to be the most 6equent site of injury as a result of motor 

vehicle-pedestrian accidents (Patrick Bensard. Moore, Partmgton & Karrer, 

1998; Hill. Delaney & Duflou. 1996). Hill et al. (1996) found that of 101 

pedesmans that were presented to an Australian emergency depamnent, the 

most w e r e  of their injuries was to the brain (pC 0.004). Children are found 

quite frequently to incur a THI as a result of a pedestrian accident. Given the 

energy level and spontaneiry so often exhibited in childre& it is not unusual 

to see children m l n $  out into the streets or playing in the smets (Betz et 

al.. 1994). Also. their anention span is so short that they often times may 

forget where they are. Pamck et al. (1998). similarly. found 527 children to 

have suffered fmm pedesuian accidents. Of the 527 children admined to 

two of Denver's medical centres over a seven year period. 37 percent 

suffered from head uauma and 51 children (10%) were smck in the 

driveway of their own home. 

1.6 SporWPIay 

SporWplay are a well-rnogized form of experiencing a THI (Bailes 

& Cantu, 2001: Buechner, Speare, Hamel & Fontes, 2000; Baker, Fowler, 

Warner & Damenberg, 1994). In all f o m  of spon, h m  s o c m  and 

baseball to hockey. the o e c m c e  of a head injury is quite common (Bailes 

& C a w  2001). In Bailes and Cantu's (2001) summary article of spon 

related head injuries, they have smttd that the incidence and severity of head 
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i n j w  incurred during spaN in the U.S. depends @.sly on the sport k i n g  

played. They have found that 9.1 percent of injuries sustained b m  

recreational activiries involve some form of head injury, with 20 -t of 

here resulting from football. 

Buechner et al. (20001 found sports and remation in genenl, to be a 

major cause of THI. pardcularly among males aged 14 and younger. Of the 

1,378 Rhode Island residents that sustained a TWI during the years 1996-97, 

43 (3.1 %I were spom related. Baker et al. (1994) found in their sumple 

from the U.S. consumer product safety commission nweillance that of the 

164.000 pmons younger th age 25, 58.180 of them reccived a THI as a 

result ofspansplay (12.6 %I. 

The National Instirum of Health (2000) found that only three percent 

of horp~ralized patients with head injury occurred as a result of play andlor 

sports: approximately 90 percent of sports-related head injuries are mild and 

may go unreported. The Iarges concenmtion of THIS incurred from sports 

and play are in the age p u p  0-15 years. Baker et al. (1994) have similarly 

found a hi& incidence of naumatic head injwies in children resulting h m  

sports and mreation THI consriruted 15 percent of all injmies asswiated 

with play-mund =quipmen& 20 p e n t  of injuries h m  children's vehicles, 

and six parent of injuries hnn skatebards and roller skates. Informal 



m a t i o n  activities, as a result constituted 32 pacent of head injuries in 

children less than 15 years old (Baker et al., 1994). 

2.7 Abuse 

Deliberately inflicted injury is a h e n 1  cause of serious head muma 

in young children. Berz et al. (1994) identify that childhood is a very critical 

rime far one's physical. intellectual, emotional, social, and psycholo@cal 

development all areas where abusc may have rerious long-tmn and short- 

t a n  ramificanons. Prevention arolmd this issue could primarily he done 

h u g h  education but also h u b  mle modelling and early idenrification 

of the risk factors. 

Dashti. Decker. e r . q  & Cohen (1999) found that intentional head 

muma was inflicted onto children in 38 of the 405 cases (9.4 %) received in 

a Nea- York cmtrgency dcpamnmt Head injlny is a major cause of 

morbidity and monality in the abused child In the smdy conducted by Reece 

and Sege (2000). 19 p e n t  ofhead injmies ormrring in children were fmm 

abuse. Similarly. Duhaime, Alario. Lewander, Schut Sunon Seidl, 

Nudelman Budem, Henle & Tsiaras (1992) found in a Pennsylvanian rmdy 

char of 100 children admitted to a hospital emergency d e p m x n t  32 of 

them (32 %)experienced a THI as a d t  of abw and/or negtfft 



Also, DiScala Sege, Guohoa & Reece (2WO) found in a 10-year 1 
Baltimore study of the National Pediatric Trauma Registry h m  1988-1997 

that 10.6 p e n t  of all blunt ua- to patientr younger than 5 ye~s -uas the 

mult of abuse. Recently. a condition lolorn as Shaken Baby Syndrome has 

been ~dentified as a "cry common form of abuse inflicted on children 

(Barlow & Minns. 2000). Barlow and Minns (2000) in their IS-year 

retmspective Scottish study found that child abuse occurs at an incidence 

rate of 24.61 I 00.000 in children under 1 year old. 

2.8 Other Etiological factors of W s  

Assault has also been identified as a source of THI. Gilthorpe, Wilson, 

Moles & Bedi (1999) in their Bndsh study. found that assault made up a 

stplficant p e n t a p =  of THIS in their study. In this m d y  of 25,300 

panems. 3.756 were head injured as a result of assault with females aged 

1544 years the most likcly victim (O.R=2.38). Langley, Chalmm and 

Fanslow (1996) also found head injury ta be the most c o m o n ~ c c w i n g  

injury as a r r d t  of an assault in New Zealand Most asaulu  that oeclmed 

tnvolved people under the influence of alcohol (Brickley & Shephnd 1995; 

Langley et al.. 1996). Brickley and Shepherd (1995) in their United 

Kingdom study of 242 padem found that assault caw& a THI in 48 w e n t  

of the peoplc seen in hospital, where alcohol was a €actor 100 prcent of the 

time. Most of these injuries i n d  here were the result of gunshot wounds. 
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Brawls have also been found to to be associated with a high iucidacc 

of THI. Husseiu. Wijmmge, Gmbnic & Jackson (1994) found brawls to 

play a significant role in causing THI. Of the 950 patients s e a  at a London 

hospital emergency drpamnent, 225 had received caniofacial muma as a 

result of a brawl. Of those 177 cases that involved alcohol, young males 

were more often the ones to engage in a brawl. Hussein el al. (1994) found 

that interpenod violence mostly involved young males and also that fighn 

occurred mainly between strangers who had consumed excessive amounts of 

alcohol (Cherpital, 1993). Suauch, Winh, Taymoorian and G e s i c k  (2001) 

also found in their Berlin study that of the 36,274 autopsies performed on 

people that died between 1980-87, 152 of them had died fmm head injury 

incurred Fmm fighting. 

Suicide attempts are also another, less popular way in which 

THIS occur. Gunshot wounds have been the most commonly identified cause 

for THIS to occur. More males than females use a lethal means of suicide 

attempt (lohnsan, 1989). Hussein et al. (1994) found that only 3 of the 950 

cases (0.003 %) at one of London's emergency depamnents were seen to be 

a result of a suicide atternpt 

Animal anacks are another means by which head injuries result Not 

much however, has been found in the literature. A d l  number of m l e  

have been found to experience THI h m  dogbiw (Hussein et al.. 1594). 
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Hussein n al. (1994) found that only 25 of the 950 cares (2.6 %) seen in 

London's hospital were because of receiving a dogbite. AdeJunkanmi et al. 

(1998) found snake and dog bites, in pdcular ,  to be a + a t  form of 

injury in children where head injury was also common. Of the 1.471 

Nigerian children admined to horpiral with muma. 108 of them (7.3 %) 

were binen by either a dog or snake. Curiosity and inquisitivmess are very 

characteristic of children and cenainly may contribute to their intemctio~ 

with ammals in a manner disruptive m the animal (B~Q et al., 1994). 

Being muck with a foreign object such as a mck or falling m e  is 

another manner in which head injuries KC incurred. As children are very 

characteristically playful and cutiow, they are the ones to most likely incur a 

hcad mjury from this method (Ben et al., 1994). Most research found on 

this topic was in the areas of spom and play. covered in a separate section of 

this repon. 

Many people incur head injuries in the workplace. Husscin et al. 

(1994) have found tha~ while work place injuries only make up a small 

proportion of all hcad injuries, rhey are most often the d t  of a fall or 

k i n g  muck with an object or piece of equipment Only 31 of the 950 (3.3 

96) injury cases received into London's hospital we= seen as the d t  of a 

work-related craniafacial injury. 



2.9 Onteome 

The outcome of a THI varies, depending on the d e m  of severity of 

the injury. As a result. people may spend varying lengths of rime in 

hospitals or other institutions. Bearde (1997) states that children arc 

discharged home after a minor head injury as long as their level of 

consciousness is normal and rhm is no clinical or radiological evidence ofa 

skull fracrure. 

The tool typically wed in the assessment of the outcome of the head 

injury is the Glasgow Coma Outcome Scale. This scale has five categories 

to reflect the different degree of brain damage incurred frcm injury: good 

recovery: modmte disability; same disability; vegetative state; and death. 

Th~s is a highly respected tool that has reliably and validly reflected the m e  

level of injury in different siruadons (Hall, Cope & Rappapon. 1985; Snock 

Iennen Bond 81 Brooks, 1981). To nwive  a THI with good recovery 

means that n o d  life activities may be resumed even though there may 

exist a minor neurological or pathological deficit (Hall et aL.1985). 

Many studies highlighted akcady have found that good recovery was 

the m a n  common outcome. Zenmer et al. (19%) found that of those that 

injured their head bicycling, 70 -t made a good recovery. The NM 

(2000) suggcm that 90 percent of sports-related injwries are often mild and 

may even go unrcponcd Beanie (1997) admits that even for children 
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incurring THI from falling, the injuries are bequently not severe. The 

National Institutes of Health (2000) suggests that the significant increase in 

recent years of people surviving from head injuries and enduring fewer 

sequelae as a mul t  of it may be amibuted to faster and mare effective 

emergency care, quicker and safer msponation to specialized ueannent 

facilities. and advances in acute medical management. 

However, as Harmon (1999) points out, even something as simple as a 

concussion could pmduce long-term sequelae for the person. Once a person 

experiences a mild concussion. they are at four to six times more increased 

risk of susraining a second concussion that, over time, could pmduce long- 

term cognitive, phyrical. psychological, and social ramifications for the 

patient. Although Beanie (1997) found that the incidence of acute sequelae 

In children is much less than that found in adults, this may not always be the 

ease. 

One may also be left moderately disabled as a result of their THI. 

Snoek et al. (1981) suggest that this type of person is independent but 

disabled in some aspect of their hmctioning. This pmon can Iwk after 

hidherself at home. go out. go shopping, and travel. HaU et al. (1985) say 

the disabling feanue h m  is most oAen related m memory deficits and 

pmonaliry changes. NIH (2OW) adds that although the head injlrry may 



m l t  in physical impairmen& the more problematic consequences involve 

cornition, emotional fwctioning, and behaviour. 

Pmons lei? with a severe disability as defined by the Glasgow Coma 

Outcome Scale are conscious but disabled. They are dependent on othm for 

fulfilment of their activities of daily living (Hall et al.. 1985). Snoek n al. 

(1981) add that physical and mental disability usually so hand in hand 

because when there is physical disability afier a head injury, there is almost 

always considerable mental deficit. Although most complications become 

apparent in the first few days, some may not surface until months later. 

depending on the severity of the m m a  (MH, 2000). Many of those 

s d t n g  head injury recover to the point where they no lonsr  require 

hospital care. but can be cared for in some manner at home with help h m  

others. Caring for the head-injured pmon can create much smin and 

d i m  on the family. This arises not so much h m  the peaan's physical 

ailments but h m  hisher cognitive and psychological changes (O'Neill & 

Caner, 1998). 

Persons lei? in vegetanve srate trpically showed no evidence of 

meaningful Rsponswenesr (Snoek ct al., 1981). They may open and clme 

their eyes and sleep, but there is no evidence of any cognitive pmcesses 

occlming. 



When death results fmm the THI, all brain function obviously ceases 

(Snoek et al.. 1981; Hall et al., 1985). This may occur upon immediate 

arrival at hospital or, ofim times, may occur at the scme of the accident. 

2.10 Preventative Pragmms 

Many mumatic head injuries can be prevented. Much research has 

shown that educational programs, advertising, and the media can be 

effsetively utilized to promote s a f q  in one's home and community. 

Shah (1990) says that healthy public policy a i m  at mobilizing many 

segments of the community to reduce the advenc effects on humans that 

may result fmm deleterious mwmnmentaUm-made exposure. Bola, 

Sacks & Bland (1999) suggest that people need only to engage in simple 

behavioun to help prevent injury from occuning. Simple things like 

Fastening up your seatbelt and helmet and not drinking and driving go a long 

way in preventton. B o l a  et al. (1999) admit, however, b~ many people 

still do not avail of preventative measurer For reawns of peer pressure, cost 

issues or the desire to be 'macho". The National Institutes oFHealth (1000) 

highlights how safety features such as safety belts. helmets, air bags, 

infantkhild car seats, as well as changes in the speed limits, mad desim md 

uaffie conml have reduced motor-vehicle-relate THI and could reduce it 

funhcr. Manin (200 1) provides an educational outline on the proper usage of 



the seatbelt to prevent injury, adding that those simple behaviam of 1 
fastening up the seatbelt pmpniy would help to reduce injury. 

Imposed legislation also s e a  to have an effect on reducing 

mumatic head injuties. B o l a  et al. (1999) have found in the U.S. that 

states with behaviow relevant legislation have the highest level of associated 

safety practices for almhol-impam driving, occupant resm.int use, and 

bicycle helmet use. The Think First Foundation of Canada (2001) has 

cumntly underway in Canada a community-baxd educational p r o m  to 

assess far all forms of injury prevention in children. 

For drinking and driving, however. little research has bem done on 

the pontive impact that not drinking and driving  ha^ on injury. This is 

promoted in o w  communities, mostly through advoeacy gmups. 

Or$wIizanons, such as the popularly known Mothm Against Drunk Driven 

(MADD), still campaign today in an effort to inma.% public awareness of 

the consequences of doing so. They advocate for stiffer sentencing, 

increased police enforcement, and vehicle seizure (MADD, 2001). 

SADD (Students Against hinking and hiving) is another well- 

known advocacy gmup that campaigns in the community for a similar 

purpose. They propose that not drinking and driving decreases injllry 

(SADD, 2001). 



Much research supports the passing of laws m enforce the usage of 

helmets. Burden (1998) found that helmet usage had increased significantly 

as a result of the helmet law in Ontario. Winslade (2001) highlights how an 

oil company offered a subsidy for bicycle helmets to schoolchildren ro help 

reduce injury. which turned out to be a success. Gilchrist Schieber, 

Leadbenn and Davidson (20M)) suggest how helmet usage went h m  0 to 

45 percent as a result of a police-enforced helmet program for children. 

Sosin et al. (1996). however, found those studies of educational campaigns 

and legislarive approaches have demonsmted increased bicycle helmet use 

and subsequent reductions in head injuries. A subsidized helmet cost 

program. according to one mearcher. found that helmet usage increased by 

up to 15 percent (Vulcan & Lane. 1998). 

Rourke (1994). however. found that in spite of an intensive education 

campaign on the importance of helmet usage, helmet use did not 

dramatically change. While it did increase 17-fold. there were still 87 

perccnt of children sill not wearing a helmet. Mandatory bicycle helmet 

usape was not in place at this time but was enforced w o  years following his 

rmdy. 

Education that addresses other asp& of safety, such as that 

encountered for pedesuians, assault, and falls, are alsa presmr, albeit more 

so at the local level (Newfoundland and Labradm Safety Council, 2001). 
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For falls in particular. there have been some changes in the design of 

walkers. strollers. and shopping cans to help prevent falls among young 

children (NIH, 2000). For the elderly, the American Brain Injury 

Association (2001) recommends a medication review for the person. the 

wearins of safe shoes, and the conduction of a home safety check to help 

prevent mnjury. 

Far violence-related injuries. standards of prevention have also been 

examined. Programs to prevent smet violence and suicide are being 

suengthened. especially thmugh legislanon, to control the use of handguns 

and to increase thelr safety (NIH, 1000). 

Forsnowmobiles. inpanicular, Hamdy et al. (1988) recognize the 

need for prevention. They state that human factor was indeed responsible 

for the majority of the In jeer  incmd.  but that with the enforcement of 

legislation. and the inrensificauon of public education about the h a d  of 

driving snowmobiles, these injuries could be minimized. Beilman et al. 

(1999) sqgest that effons at prevention of snowmobile injuries should be 

targeted at rider education and enforcement ofdcohol restrictions. 

.As for pedesman safety, American Brain Injury Association (2001) 

highlights points for parents m be teaching their children so as to rcduce the 

potential for injury, i.e., Imk both ways before crossing rhe meet hrrldR 

Laraque and Barlow (1999) add that pedestrian-associated injuries d d  
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rub~andally by 45 percent aRa a pedemian educadonal p r o m  w a  

implemented 

Spom/play also have preventative issues that may be assessed. A 

protective coating on playpund equipment helps reduce risk of rerious 

head injury. Havins an adult present is also imponant (American Brain 

injury Association. 2001). Education. good mining and coaching 

techniques. improved equipment and d e  changes, and enforcement can all 

help curb sports-related head injuries (Baker & Patel, 2000). 



Chapter 3: 

Methods 



3.1 Smdy Objdves 

The goals and objectives of I& study are outlined (Exhibit 3.1). 

These goals and objectives were used to wide the design of the smdy and 

the formulation of the data cxtracrion form as shown in Appendix A. 

Exhibit 3.1 SNdy Gods and Objectives 

To assess the overall epidemiology of THIS in Newfoundland and 

Labrador From 1985-1998 in tnms of sex. age, geographical location of II 
/injwy. safety mcchanismsipractices utilized. hospitalization outcome, and 

physiological outcome. 

'2.  To describe the possible relationship that bicycleimotorcycle helmet 

usage. seatbelt usage. and mingent drinking and driving legislation may 

have had on the declining incidence and severity of THIS. 

3. To comment on the need for road safety education, and improved 

legisladon on prevenrative equipment/suateges. 

3.2 Smdy Setting rod Population 

The seuing for this rmdy is tk Canadian province of Newfoundland 

and Labrador. It has a population of approximately 512,930 

(Newfoundland and Labrador Centre for Health Information. 1998). IS 

unique geogaphy has conmnmiries. towns, and cities d i s p d  h u g h o u r  

the province. The province's capital, Sf lotm's, is LOFated on the 



northeasterly portion of the Atalon Peninsula This city has a population of 

approximately I5O.M)O. St. John's conrains Ihe main neurosurgical referral 

center. the Health Sciences Cenm, which caters to the health needs of the 

majari?, of the province's population located on the greater Avalon 

Peninsula. Recent health care resmcNring has now enabled this cenne to 

receive both adult and pcdiamc neumm@cal referrals from around the 

lsland of Newfoundland and Labrador. 

For the m t  of the province. there are 18 health care facilities. They 

receive and then refer mumatically head injured patimu to the main 

neurosur$cal referral cenm in S t  John's. R is recognized that the hospitals 

in rvnl centers of the province primarily refer the more severe of the head 

injwies and this pattern of r e f d  is not significantly different amongn 

these cmters. Also. the overall population changes for Newfoundland for 

the years 1985 and 1998 w m  not significantly differenf and therefore. 

would not impact an the number of admissions. 

The investigator chose to include the three health care institutions 

sewing the Avalon Peninsula- The Health Sciences Centre, the Janeway 

Children's Hospital, and the Carbonear General Hospilal. Thex instirutions 

typically maintain a very b@ occupancy rate, pa@icularly the n d c a l  

unit at the Health Sc~ences Cenm, where there are specialized n m  

diagnordc ~maging equipment and subspecialty health care pmfess id .  
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Most head injuries admitted to the Health Sciences Cenm are assessed firs 

by a neurosurgeon or emergmcy physician. For the outlying redons of the 

pm~nce,  a neurolagin. general practitioner. nurse practitioner. or wgoy 

mident would be the first health care profssional to a s a s  a head-injured 

patient. The mare severe of THIS would be referred and mn~ported by air 

to St. John's. St. Clare's Mercy Hospital, the only other acute care hospital 

on the Avalon Peninsula was not included since all l W s  were brought 

directly to or referred to the neighbominp neum-zpecialiad Health Sciences 

Cenue. 

3 3  Ethical Considerations 

Thc study protocol was approved by the Human Investigations 

Camminee (HIC) of the Faculty of Medicine. Memorial University of 

Newfoundland. A sipificanr emphasis was placed by the investigator on 

protccnns the idendry of each patient through the use of numerical coding; 

no names were used on paper files. Every p&mt patient chart was 

examined in the confines of the medical record d-I and replaced on 

the day of data collection sn as to rnnm no Fnisplaament of the patient's 

record. .Any quesdons or uncertainties regarding the patient cham were 

addressed with medical record pcrwmel in privacy. Pledger of 

confidcntialiry were s i p d  by the investigator for each of the health care 



institutions where charts were reviewed All paper tiles were kept in locked 

storape. 

3.4 Recmiment af I n ~ t u t i o ~  

For each of the health care facilities in the province where charts 

were rewewed. the hospital administration was conracted initially by 

telephone. followed by a mailed hard copy, to inform them of the study. 

Copies of the chart abrrract farm and an information package were mailed to 

each of the institunons to the assigned director of the medical records 

d c p m e n t ,  as well as to the Chief Executive Officer of each of the relevant 

health care boards, the Health Care Corporation of St. John's Board and the 

Avalon Healthcare Institutions Board. n e s e  documents included a cover 

letter. a copy of ethical approval, a copy of ethical approval amendment, an 

absnact and a copy of the objectives and were intended to provide an 

overview of the study (Appendix B). 

For each of the hospitals the Chief Executive Officer was also asked 

to forward their suppon for the m d y  to the medical record -el who 

would be responsible for the selection and remeval of patient charts. The 

name of this contact person was then provided m the r e ~ a r c h ~  ria letter or 

telephone. For all of the involved institutions, a confidentid computer 

generated list of patients admitted with a THI, Either as a primary or 

secondary diawnsis, was obrained bom medical records. 
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3.5 ChnR saenlo~ 

me study population far this remspctivc chart review was 

determined using the applicable international clazsificatim of disease ( k D )  

codes for head injury. The ICD is a coding method that applies a d i f f m t  

number to each disnnctive illnesdinjury. Charts assiwed ICD mdes rhat 

involved some form of head injury for Newfoundland residents admined ur 

the haspirals under invesnganon were retrieved via two methods. First of 

all. the Health Sciences Centre and Ianeway Hospital did not be* 

computer absuacting of their patient charu until 1992. Therefore, for the 

head injuries accvrring prior to 1992. paper indices of ICD codes were 

re-iewed. In these indices. the ICD codes were ordered numerically. 

However. for the THIS that occmed m the ycan 1992 to 1999, a more 

simplified computer cross-match was available. During this pmccrs, a 

computer search was done for all ICD codes that qmsented some form of 

head injlrry that multed *om muma This list was then given to medical 

records personnel to view and remieve cham. Both methods of obtaining 

cham provided the first eight digits of the health insurance number as a 

confurnation identifier, the date of admission, and all other ICD codes 

assiped to that patient d i s c m e .  

With these mcthods, the number of chatts m d  w be retrieved and 

reviewed was estimated to be m m d  3,500. 1,500 h m  the Health Sciences 
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Center. 1,400 fmm the laneway Hospigl and M X )  mm Carbonear G e n d  

HospiIaI. R e  primary population w e d  on the Avalon Peninsula at the 

involved health care institutions made up 47.5 v e n t  of the ovaall 

population of the province of Newfoundland and Labrador. 

Only patients discharged with a diagnosis of head mwna were 

considered for ~s study. All relevant ICD9-CM ( I n e r n a t i d  

Classification of Disease) codes were used to include all forms of THI 

(Appendix C). The ICD-9-CM code of 854 was most 6rquently found. 

This code represented in t ramial  injury of other and unspecified naNE and 

made up nearly 40 percent of all the M l s  that had to be reviewed 

Inclusion Criteria: 

I )The patient admitted was a child or adult resident of 
Newfoundland and Labrador. 

?)The THI occurred bctwm January 1, I985 and December 
31. 1998. 

3 ) R e  head in~uw occurred within thc novince of 
~cwfokdland and Labrador. ' 

41 The pcnon was adrmncd lo one ofthc tluce rmdy acutc care 
'sdtutions in the province for at least 24 hours. 

5) m e  THI was the person's primary or secondary discharge 
diaposis. 

Exclusion Criteria: 

I )  Any Newfoundland or Labrador resident who sustained a 
THI outside of the province of Newfoundland and 
Labrador. 

2) Any noo-resident of the ~mvince ofNewfoundland and . . 
Labrador who k d  a THI while in the province. 

3) Any person sustaining a head i n k  in anotherprovince/ 



c o u n q  (i.e., St. Pierre et Miquelon, France) but referred 
to health care instinrtions in Newfoundland and 
Labrador for treatment andlor intmention. ~ ~~ ~~-~ 

4) Any person suffering from an acquired head injury not 
haumatically induced (i.e. cerebrovascular disease, 
brain rumours, etc.) 

3.6 Absmet Form 

A chart audit form was developed (Appendix A). The data collected 

were obtained from the admitting sheet, discharge summary, history and 

physical report, laboratory repon nursing p r o m  notes, consultation 

forms, nursing admission assessment, emergency records, leuen of transfer, 

and ambulance attendant rep~m. The data that were assessed and collected 

for each patient chart were as fallows: 

I) Patient health insurance number. 
2)  Patient age and sex. 
3) Location of injury. 
4) Injury information, including the date of injury, date of 

admission to hospiral. and the ICD codes applicable as a result 
of the injury. 

5 )  Cause of the head injury: a) Motor Vehicle A c c i h t -  ~ar luuck 
b) MVA-skidoolseado&at: c) MVA-ATV; d) MVA- 
motorcycle; e) Animal involvement i.e., M a x e  and MVA fl 
Fall from height; g) SlipIFall: b) Fightbrawl; i) SponsRlay 
related: j) Pedestrian; k) Struck with foreign objecg I) 
Explosion; m) Suicide attempI, i.e. gunshot; n) Abuse; 0) Work 
related; p) Bicycling; q) Animal attack; r) Plane crash: s) 
Assault. 

6 )  Physiological outcome using the Glasgow Coma Outcome scale 
to d e t h e  categories of 3 Vegetative State: b) Severe 
Disability, c) Moderate Disability; d) Good Recovery; or e) 
Death. 

7) Outcome of hospiral admission: Discharged, m f e r r e d  or died. 



MVAs included all categories of MVA- carlmck, skid~)Iseadoofooat, 

AW. motorcycle and mow-MVAs. Falls, similarly, included both falls 

h m  height and siip/fallr. If an MVA was the etiological factor. the 

person's psirion in the motorized vehicle. helmet status (bicycles and 

motorcycles), seatbelt status (carlrmck and moose MVA), and drinking and 

driving starus were obtained. Funhermore. if drinking and driving was 

noted, the level and date of the blood alcohol concenuation were also 

obtained. Alcohol may also contribute to other injury causes such as those 

from falls. brawls, and assauh but alcohol use was generally not noted in 

these cham. 

A pilot study of 201 charts was carried out in 1999. The categories of 

causes of head injuries were developed fmm those encountered in the pilot 

study. 

The Glasgow Coma Outcome Scale is a widely used measure in 

emergency rooms and intensive c m  units to assess the severity of 

neurological damage in tcrms of five categories: I) Good recovery- 

resumption of normal life even though them may be a minor neurologic and 

pathologic deficit: 2) Moderate disability- able to m e  a near normal life 

with slight disabilities such as menmy deficits, pcmonaliIy change, speech 

difficulty (dysphasia), paralysis @cmipsresis), or balance difficulties 

(ataxia); 3) Severe disability- depmdent for daily suppott by reason of 
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mental or physical disability, usvally a combination of bath (conscious but 

disabled): 4) Vcgctative state- m-rive and speechless for an 

extended period of time. Shows no sign of brain function; 51 Death- the 

cessation of all physiological pmcesses that signify life (Hall et al., 1985). 

3.6 Statistical Analyses 

Data were entered into SPSS. Upon completion of dam collection, 

several outcome variables were examined. First, the frequency and type of 

head injury cases during the study period were assessed to identify if, 

indeed the number of head injuries had dmeascd over the time span 1985 

to 1998. during which nme compulsory seatbelt leeslation, stricter drinking 

and driving Ie@slation and compulsory helmet usage in selected 

communities were implcmentediiniriated. 

Descripnve statistics were also cxamind Characteristics of the study 

population. is.. age. sex. gcogmphical loeation of injury. date of injury, date 

of admission, fype of head injlrry mcuned, etiology of injury, watbelt MNS, 

helmet status. alcohol M~Q outcome of hospital admission and 

physiological outcome, were all assessed for any p a t t m  or m d s .  

Measures of central tendency. kequencies and pmpomhs, were dl obtained 

as part of the statistical malyses. A re&on analysis will not be 

performed on the data bas& on the decision that the inf-tion obtained 

would not have been complete. 
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Chapter 4 

Results 



4.1 Study Population 

4.19 TEI Frequency 

To provlde some estimate of possrble changes m tbe refenal pattans 

o m  the study panod, mjunes were compared for h h t d W p m  of 

Pigare 4.1 Percent of THIs in NewfouudlPnd and Labrador, 1985-98 

of the study panod. Admissxotls for THI in the ~ I O Y ~ E C  for the yem 1985 

and 1998 wme obtained fmm the Newfoundland and Labrador Cen!i'e for 

Haalth Information. 'TZlc a$missioas to the hospitals included m this study 

m t e d  far 63 and 65 pgcent of total a h a  for the two years, 1985 

and 1998, re8pcctiYely. Tbe refend panem has not changed sgntfiwtly m 

this time frame. 

The ibpency of THIs m Newfmdland and Lr$rador hm declined 

fmm 1985 to 1998, mostno@hly fmm 1989 w d .  
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4.1.1 She of population 

The size of the study population achieved during this study is shown 

in Table 4.1. Of the 3.23 1 admissions considered eligile from the computer 

listing provided by medical records. a total of 2,739 patient charts wcre 

reviewed from the three hospital sites involved in the study. A total of 1.033 

came from the Health Sciences Hospital. 1,319 charts were reviewed h m  

the Janeway Children's Hospital, and 387 charts wcre reviewed from 

Carbonear General Hospital. Of the total cham. 1,447 were those of childrm 

or someone 15 years of age and younger and 1.292 were those of adults. 

The unequal distribution of charts from the three hospitals was expected. 

The Janeway Hospital is the only tertiary children's hospital in the pmvince 

while the Health Sciences Center and Carbonear General are two of the main 

tertiary adult hospitals for the pmvince. 

Four hundred and ninety-two cases did not meet the study pmtocol 

inclusion criteria: 65 people who incurred a THI were from outside of 

Canada: 80 were h m  outside of the pmvince of Newformdland; 255 with a 

discharge code of THI had no THI documented in their chm. a coding error; 

26 had a THI documented in emergency but no admission documented; 32 

of the head injuries were not traumatic in oanue: 20 TIOs were discharged 

prior to 1985: and 11 were cham missing required dwummmtion, such as 



the adrmss~on date and hscharge date. An adCtronal 27 charts were 

considered lost m storage and deemed mtnevable. 

Table 4.1 Study Popnktion by Health Care InsWotion 

4.13 Patient Characteristics 

Table 4 2 prwrdes baselme chaructenstrcs f a  the THIs mcumd by 

the study pahmts. Tho average age of people who had mcurred a THI was 

23 years, wth a range of 0 to 99 yem The med~an was 15 wth a mode of 

6. Sigtuficantly more males than females mcurred a THI (p;; 0.026 < 0.05) 

For all eholog~es of THIS, more males than females ~ncurred a THI at an 

average male to female ratro of 1:3. 

Health Care Inrtitulion 
Health Samffics Cmire 

J m e w  Cluldren's Hospital 
Carbonear Genaal Hospital 

TO& 

- -- 

6%- Frequency Male Female 

Number of THIS 
1,033 
1,319 
387 

2,739 

15 Years 1447 940 507 

1-;4_Ye?- , , , . ., 462 351 111 
bp4Y-a% 410 313 97 

311 219 92 
109 47 62 



Table 4.3 Etiology by Sex for THIs 

Helmet, seathe1t3 and alcohol use were of particular mWe& 

Docmnentatm of use was not avwhble m charts for 174 of the 500 charts 

(34.8 %)relevant to helmet use. Rocumenmon was not ~ v e n  for 86 of the 

lelevant 546 (15.9 %) seatbelt use charts and for 25 of the 602 (4.6 %) 

alcohol relevant charts. Gmmquently, given the remauung 326, 459, and 



574. 82.5 p e ~ e n t  of the total relevant c h w .  were available to asses 

helmet, seatbelq and alcohol use reqxuvely. 

4.2 General Findings 

In general. fewer of those incuning a THI were wearing a helmet 

(17.2 %) than those that did not wear a helmet (82.8 %) in motorcycle. 

bicycle. ATV or skidoo accidents. m e  majority of people who should have 

been wearing a helmet did not. This was a sipificant difference W.05). 

More people incunins a THI in an MVA were not under the influena 

of alcohol (66 %) as opposed to being under the influence of alcohol (34 %). 

This was a significant difference. Throua the 14 years studied, it was 

found that people who i n c u r d  a THI in an MVA involving cadmcks  and 

moose/M\iAs were more often wearing a reatbelt (54.8 %) than not wearing 

a seatbelt (65.2 %). This was not a significant difference (p> .05). Males 

were more often the ones to drink and drive (93.3 %), to not wear a seatbelt 

(68.8 %), and to not wear a helmet (74 %), as opposed to females, who 

dmve after using alcohol (6.7 %), did not wear a seatbelt (312 %), and did 

not wear a helmet (26 %). Males were also the ones to more frequently incur 

rails (65.9 %), incur a THl while attempting suicide (92.9 %). k w e  

~nvolved in fi&rsibrawls (90.8 %), and to get muck with a foreign object 

(78.4 %). As a result of the analpis of the dara over the 14 y e  

appears that the number of people wearing helmets, using seatbeln, and not 
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drinking and dtiving has inrreased This is reflected in the propmion of 

people with TWI with safety devices in place. 

Helmet use and THIS 

Ycnr 

.Yes- Helmet Usad 

Figure 4.2- Helmet Usage in Newfoundland, 1985-1998 

4 3  Helmet Use 

Motorcycle, skidw, and ATV helmet legislation was provincially 

enacted and enforced a m s s  Newfomdland in 1973 and bicycle helmet use 

was municipally enacted and enforced in four communities in 1994. Of the 

total number of head injuries, 5M) were from accidents where a helmet 

should have been worn. These were accidents involving motoxycles, 

bicycles, An's, and skdws. Helmet or non-use wa4 not documented 

in I74 cases (34.8%). 



in w t c  of an increase of helmet usage over the years, overall, more 

pople with inluries did not wear a helmet (828 %) as opposed to those that 

did (17.2 %). Greater compliance, however, was found for those riding 

motorcycles as compared to those riding AWs, skidoos, or bicycles (Table 

Table 4.4 Helmet usage by mode ofTnnsportation in Newfouadlnnd 

Trans omation 
Skidaalseadoahat 28.6 % 71.4% I00 % 

I 15.5 % 84.5 % 100 % 
Motorcycle 59.3 % , 40.7 % 100 % 
Bicycling , 3.4% 96.6% 1 100% 1 

4.4 Sentbelt Use 

Searbelt legislation was enacted and implemented in 1983. It was 

expened that compliance would be @eater when the demerit point syrtem 

was introduced into the province in 1991. Of the head injuries in tbe a d y ,  

546 (19.9 %) were the result of an MVA accident where seatbelts arc 

required to be worn. Thex were accidents involving MVA- farsimckr. and 

MVA and moose. 

Information on seathelt use was available for 458 (83.9 %) of the 546 

relevant charts. More people were found to be using their watbclt (54.8 %) 

than were not (45.2 %). This d i h c e ,  however, war not sipificanf 

Seatbelt stam was not documented for 16.1 percent of cases. 
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The fnquency of people m& Tfil as a result of an MVA m whch 

they were not w-g &en seatbelt, seems have dammed primarily from 

the early 1990ts, most notably 1993 (Frgure 4.3). 

Figure 4.3- THI and Uaage of SePtbelb in Newfonndlrnd from 1985-98 

4 5  AtcoholUse 

Sirmlarly, for alcohol use, the rmmber of people & m b g  and driving 

has droppgd &om 1% onwards The W t s  of the pmcd of trmc leadmg 

up thts pomt seem emhe. The dcoreasc h m  1994 may be attributed m the 

deaaaMd number of case8 for t h w  years F i p  4.4). A h  ~t is unp,rtplt 
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to note here that 513 percent of the people involved in MVAs who were 

under the influence of alcohol were the drivers of the motorized vehicle. 

The drivers had a mean blood alcohol level of 3386 mmolR., with a m g e  

fmm .2-.80, a median of .34, and a mode of .38, with the accepted lwel at 

0.01 mmolR. 

Of the total number of head injuries. 602 (21.9 %) were the result of 

an MVA accident where alcohol could obviously have been a factor. Thew 

were accidents involvinp W A -  can/ t~cks ,  moose-WAS, motorcycles. 

skidws. and A N s .  Info-tion on alcobl use was available for 574 (95.3 

%.) of them. If one looks only at the records for which there was 

documentation. 33.9 percent of people incurrinp THIS from W A S  were 

found to be under the influence of alcohol while 66.1 percent ofpeople were 

nor Information was not available for4.7 percent of cases. 



Alcohol Use m d  THIS 
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Figure 4.4- THI and Alcohol Use in Newfoundland from 19851998 

4.6 Hospitalintlon 

Of the 2,739 THI cases who were hobpitalized horn 1985-1998. the 

highest frequency of admissions was in the year 1988 (10.4 %) and in the 

month of July ( I  1.2 %). me summer months June, July, and August were 

the period tha: most THIS occurred accounting for 32 percent of all THIS 

(Table 4.5). People mrc also mast often admitted m the m e  day that rhe 

THI 0ce"md (94 %). 



Table 4.5- Monthly hlyttibotioo of Tms, 1985-1998 1 

Montb I Frequency I Percentzge i 
I January 187 1 6.8 96 I 

February 1 1 ~p 

170 
-- 

6.2 % 
M.-*h 7 - 7  7 0 0, 

May 1 259 1 9.4 % 
,.,ne 7 7" 0 9 0, 

A u s s t  1 1 
September 235 1 8.7 % 
October j 247 9.0 % I 

November 187 1 68% 
December , 179 6 5 % 

4 
Total: 2.739 1 100 % 1 

1.7 Length ofstay 

Length of stay IS defined as the b e  period h m  the tist day of 

admission w the day of death discharge. or uansfer of the patient to another 

tnmtution or discharged home. Tne mean length of stay (LOS) for patients 

who incurred a THl was 13 days. Four pxcent died while in hospital. 

4.8 Etiology 

The most common cause of a hospitalized THI fmm 1985 w 1998 in 

three large tmiary care hospirals in Newfoundland was fdk (3 1 2  %). Falls 

were mon often caused by falls h m  heights such as patio decks, Furniture, 

fences. windom, nairr. and corntemps (55.4 %) and from slipping and 
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falling at ground level, such a5 on ice, s l i  flmring, and though 'ripping 

(44.6 %). 

The second most common cause of a TkU a9s motor vehicle accidenu 

(27.3 96). Most MVAs were those involving can and mcks (68.1 %), with 

ATV and motorrycle accidents accounting for 13.9 and 8.9 p m m t  ofMVA 

relared THIS. respectively. Skidoos, seadoas, and boats accounted for only 

1.0 percent of MVAs that resulted in a THI, while moose-MVAs accounted 

for 5.1 pmmt.  The other factors contributing to the occurrence of a THE 

were qu~u varied (Table 1.6). 



Table 4.6 The Etiology ofl'llls. 1985.1998 

4.9 Type of W incurred 

Carrrntck i 510 1 18.6% 
Skidoo/seadaohoat 30 1.1 % 

A n ,  

I 
I04 3.8% ! 

Mororcyclcs 67 2.4% 
Moose-MVA 1 38 1.4 % 

Falls: ; 1 31.2 % 

Fall from height 472 1 17.3% 
Slipffall ! 381 13.9 % ' 

Fi~hWBmwls 76 ! 2.8 % 
Spommlay I 329 12% 

This m d y  included all form of head hjq induced -call7 

(Appendix D). It did not include those chat were acquired such as 

rponmmysly occurring brain mours ,  cerebral bleeds, subarachnoid 

hemonages and cerebmvasdar accidents. The thee most common types of 

THIS were for ICD code 854- Inmcmial injury of other and/or unspceifind 

nanor (37 %), ICD code 850- Conassion (14.9 %) and ICD code 801- 

Pedestrian 23 1 
S w c k  with object I 102 

Explosion I 4 
Suicide Anempt I 14 

abuse I 12 
Work related 14 

301 Biryeline 

8.4 % 
3.7 % I 

.I5 % I 

.50 % I 

.45 % 1 

.50 % 
II % 

4nirnal Anaek 11 1 
7 j .M % 

PlaneCnrb 8 .I0 % 1 
.Assault 41 1 1.5 % 

Total: 2,739 100 % 



Basal skull hc ture  (I 1.0 %). Because many patients experienced mace than 

one type of head injury, the total number of head injuries (n= 3,532) 

incurred far exceeds the wtal number of patient charts in the r M y  

(n=2,739). 

4.10 Locatiou of Occurrence of TIU 

The majority of THIS hospitalized at the Health Scimees Cenm, 

Janeway Children's Hospital and Carbonear General occurred in and amund 

the greater eastern region of Newfoundland near the capital of S t  John's. 

Almost half (47.5 %) of the residents ofNewfoundland and Labrador live on 

the Avalon Peninsula St. John's was the site of 35.8 percent ofTHls, while 

41.1 percent occurred in the general eastern region. The western region 

referred 5.5 percent, the c e n d  region 8.0 pment and the southern region 

7.2 p e r m  of the THIS hospitalized in St. John's. In the less densely 

populated repions of the province such as the Nonhern Peninsula and 

Labrador, minimal cases were referred at 0.55 percent and 1.8 percent, 

rerpecrively (Figure 4.5). 



Location of Injury by Health Region 

r S a b  

Qnrc 4.5 Geognpbinl Location of THLs EospWed in 3 Tertinry 

Care Hospitals in St John's Region from 19851998 

4.11 Hospitalization Outcome 

There were three categories of hosp~tal outwme in thu study: I) 

Lscharge, 2) transfer; 3) death. The rnqonty of pabents who were adnutted 

to h q ~ t a l  after mcumng a THI were well enough to be discharged home 

(922 %). Nearly four prrcent (3.8 %) wlth a poor pmgnos~s were 

transferred to another mshtobon. They were lei? wth some defic~t and were 

not ready to be Lscharged home. Four prrcent Qed m hospital as a result of 

the TI3  that they m d  (Table 4.7). 



Table 4.7- BospiPl Outcome of People with TIUs in Newfomdlnnd, 
1985-1998 

, FIospitaIOutcome Frequenrv i Percent 
mscharge I 2,526 1 9 2 2  I 
Transfer 1 104 3 8 

Death 8 4 o 
Total 2,739 1 100 0 I 

4.12 Physiological Outcome 

The Glasgow Coma Outcome scale m e m s  seventy of ncvmlogical 

damage and degree of functioning of the brain. It consists of five main 

catsones: I) gmd recovrry; 2) moderate disability; 3) severe dirabiliry; 4) 

vegetative stare: 5 )  death. In accordance with this scale, most patients had a 

good recovery prognosis (872  %) (Table 4.8). Only four pment died as a 

result of the THI. 0.4 percent of the patients were ief! in a vcgetadve state 

wth no sign of brain function, and 1.4 percent were severely disabled, with 

such symptom as severe memory loss, which prevented them from 

functioning optimally in Eaiely. Seven percent %-ere left with a moderate 

disability, such as slight hearing lass, but were still able m function 

independently in society. 



Table 4% Pbylio1ogie.l Onteome of People with W s  in 
Newfoondlmud, 1985-1998 

Physiological Outcome 1 Preqoency 
Gwd Recovery i 2,388 

Moderate Dlsablllry i 193 
Severe D~rablhry 1 39 
Vepranve State , 10 

Pereent 
872 
7 0  
1.4 
0 4 

Death 1 109 I 4 0  1 
Total: I 2,739 100.0 1 



Chapter 5 

Discussion 



Injuries are a large and neglected health problem in all regions of the 

world accounting for 16 percent of the global burden of disease in 1998 

(NTR 1999). As well as a larse cause of human suffering, injuria are dso 

an unquesrionable major source of medical coats and 1-5 to tht emnomy 

and society ty 1999). THIS in 1998 made up I I percenr of all injuries 

rhat required hospitalization in Canada. the third leading rype of injury afla 

orthopedic and superficial injuries (N'R 1999). 

THIS represent a major cause of mortality and morbidity, both 

nationally and provincially. For the province of Nrufoundland. this swdy 

found that while there were 219 THIS experienced in 1985, there were only 

1 18 expmenced in 1998. This finding parallels statistics for the whole of 

Canada where 37.681 THIS were reported in 1985. while only 22.W5 

occwed m 1998, a significant decrease of 58.4 pmenr (NTR 1999). In 

Cmada. in 1985. head injuries accomted fox I1 prcmt of all mumatic 

injury admissions (NTR 1999). The incidence rate of THIS in 

Newfoundland in 1998 was found to be 73.8/100,000, while that of Canada 

was just slightly below this at 73.4/100.W0 (Think First Foundation of 

Canada 2WI). The incidence rate for the United States was found to be 

higher at 1001100,WO (NM, 2WO). 



5.1 Age 

The age bracket in which most THIS occurred for residents of 

Newfoundland and Labrador was 0-15 yean of age; 53 percent of all the 

THIS that were admitted from 1985 to 1998 were in this age p u p .  This 

was a somewhat surprising mult as compared to other research findings. 

The higher proponion in this study is likely due to the inclusion in the study 

of the only teniary children's hospital in the pmnnce while excluding some 

adult cases admitted to hospitals outside the Avalon peninsula Statistics for 

Canada as a whole showed that the highest frequency of THIS occurred for 

people ages 15-31 y e m  old. accounting for 30 percent of all head injury 

admissions (MR. 1999). The United States reported a similar finding in a 

1998 report. where they found the highest occurrence of THIS to be in 

pmple 15-2$ years old. They also identified an additional peak in incidence 

in adults 75 yean old and older and also in children ages five and younger 

(NIH. 1000). 

For Newfoundlandm in the age bracket of 0-15 yem,  the most 

common etiolou was falls, making up 32 percent of all of the THIS in& 

in this ape group and 54 p-t of all THIS incumd b m  falling. Falls w m  

also the leading cause of head injlny for 0-15 year o l b  nationally, where 46 

percent of all admissions were attributed to fallr MTR. 1999). For ages 16- 

24, the h e t  common reason for someone to be admitted w hospital because 
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of a THI was a MVA which involved a car or m c k  These accidents 

accounted for 42.4 percent of TIUS in this age p u p  and 38.4 percent of all 

THIS incurrcd h m  MVAs with carlmck involvement For the ages 2 5 4 ,  

the most common reason for someone to be admitted to hospital after 

incurring a THI was also due to MVAs involving a car or m c k  (3 1.4 %) and 

25.3 percent of all THIS incumd from MVA with carlmck involvement. 

For people ages 45-74 and 75 and greater, the most €qumt cause of 

THIS was falls. Falls made up 42.7 percent and 79.1 percent, r e s ~ ~ ~ t i v e l y .  

of hospital admissions for people m these a s  p u p s .  Together, these age 

gmups account for 22.6 percat of all THIS i n c d  horn falling. For those 

75 yean of age and alder. apart fmm falling, THIS were incurred in MVAs 

(carimckl and pedesman accidents. 

5.2 Sex 

Males are more likely to incur THIS rhan females. From the m h  

conducted in Newfoundland males incumd significantly more THIS than 

females (p= -026) t b m  all etiolodcal somes. This finding is of no swprise. 

It is well documented in the l i te ram that males are m c h  greater risk takm 

than m females. They have a greater incidence of injuries at all ages and 

stages and usually suffer more severe injuries than do f d e s  (Fed&, 

RovinEial and Tarito"al Advisory Committee on Population Health 1999). 

Similarly. the National Trauma Regimy (2000) repons that approximately 
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54 percent of d l  injury admissions in Canada were males. In NIH statirtin, 

males are twice as likely as females to experience a THI (NTH, 2000). This 

finding is supported by the Federal, Provincial and Territorial Advisory 

Committee on Population Health (1999) where, in their rummary. provincial 

repons have found that males g c n d l y  have higher morbidity and mortality 

rates than females. 

The only catesory where females exceeded males in hquency of 

head injury. but not sipificanrly so, was for falls at ages exceeding 75 years 

of age. This most likely is amibuted to the fact that females otien outlive 

males in terms of longevity. If there are mare females in the age gmup 

where falls are the most predominant c a w  of a THI, then it only srands lo 

reason that more females than males will incur such an injury. 

5 3  Yearly Distibution 

The month in which THIS were most frequently observed was July 

(11.2 %). This is not an unexpected finding as it is during the sumer 

months when more people are o u t h  and involved in more activiues. 

Zenmer et al. (19%) similariy found that mast head injllries. especially those 

incurred h m  riding bicycles, were innmed durmg the summer months, 

with a peak observed for July. 



5.4 Etiology of THls 

5.4.1 Sentbelt3 and TEIs 

Seatbelt usage in Newfoundland and Labrador still needs to be 

improved. In the 458 of 546 charts for MVAs which d~-ted seatWlt 

use over the 15-year period, more than half of the pawngers and drivm 

were found to be wearing their seatbelts (54.8 %). There was. however, a 

rigxiticant difference found between sexes. Females w e  rrponed to be 

wearing their seatbelt significantly more times than were mala  (p < 0.05). 

Andmon et al. (1990) have found, similarly, that females were mwe likely 

to use resuaints and panake in health promotion activities than males. 

The government of Newfoundland and Labrador made seatbelts 

compulsory in early 1982. The Depamnent of Transportation, however, 

maintains that this was not suinly enforced and implemented until 1990 

when thF &merit point System was intrmhced to Nevrf-dland 

(Newfoundland Depamnmt of Government, Services and Lands, 1996). 

In this study. in the 458 cham documenting scatbelt ux in a MVA. 

the usage of seatbelts sharply increarcd up to 1988. This mnd then leveled 

off to a plateau up to 1996. followed by a moderate decrease into the late 

1990s. %his finding is believed to be a m i i t e d  to not as many head injlrries 

occurring as a result of MVAs. It is felk however, rhaI the implementation 

and increasing mict enforcement of provincial legislation on the compuIsory 
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usage of seatbelts have played mles in the notable decline in admissions 

mth a THI as  a result of a MVA. As mentioned previously, this is reflected 

in the fact that charges for not wearing a seatbelt by the RCMP dropped 

drastically from 1985 (n= 3,513) m 1998 (n= 837) (RCMP. 1000). 

The findings of thir study arc suppotted by the work of Thomas 

(1990). Reath. Kirby, Lynch and Maull (1989). Rutledge et al. (1993) and 

Allm et al. (1985). They d l  found that the compulsory wearing of the 

seatbelt pmduced a significant decline in the mortality and morbidity of 

people in MVAs. panicularly for facial and head injuries. 

As 15.2 pacent of all Newfoundlanders in this study were found to be 

sol1 not weainp their seatbelt a literature review was conducted into 

possible reasons for this noncompliance. Reath et d .  (1989) suggested that 

perhaps there arc many reasons why people do not wear their seatbelt. Some 

perceive that the wearing of a seatbelt violates one's penonal liberties or 

civil righn. Othm add, however, that the increased hospital charges for 

injuries suffered by unrrmained motor vehicle crash victims equally 

deprives citizens oftheir civil liberties. due m thir added fmancid liability. 

Marine et al. (1994) found that infractions of such mandam laws as 

seatbelt l@larion carry low lines that m y  not disnen people. 



5.4.2 ~lcohol  and TkUs 

Alcohol use was documented for 574 of the 602 ccharts for THIS 

incured as a result of driving a carlmck, A N ,  motorcycle, skidoo, or 

mooseIWfA. Drinking and driving has long been mowized as a common 

cause of THIS. Driving while impaired is a serious s&al, economic, and 

safety problem. 

From the research conduced in Newfoundland. significantly more 

people did not drink and drive (66%) compared to the n- 

and drive (34 %) (p c 0.05). Still, little over one-third of those studied got 

behind the wheel of a motorized vehicle while inebriated. Newfoundland. in 

1989. had the highest per capita sales of alcoholic beverages in Canada at 

138 litres (Locke. 1991). However. since the onset of smcter laws in the 

province of Newfoundland and Labrador in 1994, which legislated a 

reduction in the blood alcohol level to 0.05 mmolR for being charged andlor 

fined for drinking and driving, t h m  has been a notable decrease m the 

number of people who were charged with drinking and driving (RCMP. 

2000). 

This d-e w e d  in 1994, where 22 of the 57 people who mclmed 

a THI m m  MVAs were drinking and driving c o n p m i t a  1998, where eight 

of 21 caws were dommnted It is safe to conclude that the provincial 

implementadon of suicter drinldng and driving legislation has had an impact 
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on the observed decline in THIS. This is supported by the mdies ofJohnson 

(1989). McKende and Single ((1997). Locke (1991). Wdler et al. (1986). 

and Hankanan and Smith (1991). 

In this mdy, males incurring THIS were significantly more likely to 

be drinking and driving than were females @ c 0.05). Of the 195 THIS in 

inebriated drivers, 93.3 percent were males compared to 6.7 percent of 

females. This s i ~ i f i c a n t  difference in injuries by sex is consistent with what 

has been found in the literature (Cherpital, 1993; Honkanan & Smith. 1994). 

The oecumnce of THIS was most ofien found among young males in rhis 

study in the age bracket of 16-44 years (37.3 %). This parallels the finding 

that Cherpital (1993) and Honkanan and Smith (1994) found for THIS and 

drinking and driving. 

It is also significant to note that the person most ofien involved in 

drinking and driving injllry was the -tor of the vehicle (513%). The 

otha 48.7 percent were in rhe following positions: I) Fmnt~eat pasxnger- 

21.5 percent: 2) Backseat passenger- 22.5 percent ; 3) Other- 4.4 p e n t .  

The position of the injured person was not dawnrnted in two cases. 

Surprisingly. the category of "Othd' involved 4.4 p e n t  of people injured 

while riding in conspicuous places such asin the back of a pick up, the hood 

of the vehicle. and hanging out throu@ the d 0 0 ~ 1 ~ d o w  of the vehicle. 



The mean blood alcohol level found for those inebriated and involved 

in MVAs was .3386 mmoWL with a median of .34 and a mode of .38. This 

is sivificantly higher than the accepted pmvincial level of 0.05 mmoVL. 

Another point of interest here is that pmple were more likely to drink and 

drive whm operating a skidoo/~admmOat (59.1 %) as opposed to the 

operanngof a c a r h c k  (31.7 % ) , A N  (48.3 %),or motorcycle (365 %I. 

Reasons for people still W n g  and driving in spite of stricter 

enforcement of le@slation may be amibuted to the already dirurwd risk- 

taking behavioun and the perception that they won't get caught k a a e  they 

are only going short distances. as Ward et al. (1982) and Wallwet al. (1986) 

propose. respectively. 

5.43 Helmets and THIS 

Helmet usage in Newfoundland and Labrador needs to be improved. 

However, the province has come a long way since 1985. For 1985.35 of the 

57 cham for the number of perwns in cycling accidents revealed that they 

were not wearing a helmet (61.4 %), as opposed to t h e  of the 57 people 

that did wear a helmet (53 %). Information was not available for 19 of the 

57 cham (333 %) of thow riding cycles and f i t ted  with a TWI that year. 

In 1998, two of the 16 cases reviewed (12.5 %) did not wear a helmet as 

opposed to eight of the I6 cases (50 %) that did wear one. Helmet use 

information was not dwummted for six of the I6 cham r e v i d  (37.5 %). 
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Over the duration of the srudy, more people were not wearing a helmet (82.8 1 
%), Ulan were (17.2 %), with missing helmet stam for 34.8 p e n t  of 

people. 

Motorcycle helmet legislation in Newfoundland has bem in place 

since 1973 (Newfoundland D m m t  of Senices and Lands, 

1996). Bicycle helmet legslation, however, has only bem intmduced in 

more recent years since 1994. Addinonally, bicycle helmet legislation is 

only in effect in four municipalities acmss the province and applies to both 

pediaaic and adult populations. Although these are fairly densely populated 

areas of the Avalan Peninsula St. John's. h t  Pearl, C- Bmk.  and 

Paradise. a significant panion of Newfoundland's population is excluded 

and not expected to implement such legislation. If such legislation was 

enforced in all municipalities across the p r i n c e ,  t h m  would undoubtedly 

be a higher percentage of people wearing a helmet. 

Fmm the date of implementation and enforcmmt of the helmet 

legislation, 1994-95 onwards, t h m  has been an inereax in the number of 

people using a helmet. Although this reflectz a slight increase in THIS of 

people using helmets, it nonetheless, illumates that pmple are increasingly 

engaging in the prevention practice of w&g a helmet This increase was 

not significant (p > 0.05). The &ding that people wm more compliant 

with helmet use when riding motorcycles, as opposed to ATVS, 
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skidaasiseadoos and bicycles, is perhaps reflective of the notion lhat 

matorcycles are indeed the matoezed vehicles wed more cammanly that 

have the potential to cause a mom forceful injury on highways, for example, 

whereas AWr. skidwsiscadwr and pedal bicycles are more off the mad 

vehicles and often not found in the middle of high &c areas. 

Finding that sigificantly more males than females do not wear 

helmets (p c.05) is not -"sing. Males. as already stated, tend to be 

typically high-risk taken who more oRm drive under the influence, rprrd, 

and not wear helmets (Federal, Provincial and Territorial Advisory 

Committee on Population Health. 1999). As the data NggeN, this applies 

to both bicycle and motorcycle helmet usage. Hcndman (1995) found this 

to be particularly so for bicycle helmet usage. where males, mom so than 

females. did not engage m the preventative practice of wearing a bicycle 

helmet. 

.As this study has found, the beneficial effects of wearing a helmet are 

sub~tantial. This finding is ~ p p o m d  by many other authordrcsearchm 

(Ontario Neurouauma Foundation, 1998: Winslade, 2001; Hendmon. 

1995: Sosin et al.. 1996; Zenmer et al., 1996; Thompson et al., 1996, Rivera 

nal.. 1999). 

In the cumnt study. bicycling was the moa common cause of THI 

amongrt the age g m q  0-15 years. For all th- aged 0-15 yean admitted to 
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hospital becaux of a THI, 93.3 percent were induced b m  bicycling. As 

bicycling is a very common childhod activity, this finding is not surprising. 

This hding is supported by many others (Henderson, 1995; Sosin et al.. 

1996; Loubeau, 2000; Thompson et al., 1996). Thompson er al. (1996) add 

however. that children under six yeam of age, in particular, need to be 

especially careful. even with a helmet. because of incomplete development 

of the brain and the relattve flexibility of the s h l l  and sensitivity of brain 

matter. 

In the current research, more b~cycling head injuries were incwed by 

males (75 %I than females (25 %) who were wearing a helmet in the 326 

records where helmet use was recorded. This finding is ~0lui~tent  with what 

has been found In the litet'am. where girls use helmets more than boys and 

therefore incur fewer THIS Fmm bicycling for this reason (Henderson, 1995; 

Morris ct al.. 1994; Rourke, 1994, Lirm et al., 1998). 

Motorcycle helmet safety is also recognized s very impartant For 

persons in the m d y  goup, motorcycle riding was the second highest cause 

of THIS for people aged 16-24 (8.6 %). 

As stated earlier motorcycle helmet legislation has been enacted since 

1973 (Newfoundland Depamnent of G o v e m ~ a 5  Services and Lands, 

1996). Realistically, it is impossible to draw any definitive conclusions as to 

whether or not the legislation had any efien on dmcaJing the incidence of 
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THIS in motorcycles andfor increasing the use of helmets over the period 

1985-1998. The finding in Newfoundland that most THIS fmm motorcycle 

accidents occurred at ages 16-24 is consistent with other research, which has 

found this type of accident mostly occurring in young adults (Skalkidou et 

al.. 1999; Johnson ct al.. 1995). 

Males (92.5 %) were significantly more often involved in motorcycle 

accidents causing hospitalized THIS than females (7.5 %). This tinding was 

consistent with that fomd by Johnson ct al. (1995) and Skalkidou et al. 

(1999). 

As mentioned before, there is still a large percentage of 

Newfoundlanders who do nor wear a helmet regardless of the legislation. 

Numerous reasons have been provided as to why people may not wear a 

helmet (Henderson, 1995; Johnson et al., 1995: Loubeau, 2000; Sosin et al., 

1996: Rourke, 1994). 

For Ne\xfoundand. in particular, cmnotnic hardship is faced by 

many. Therefore, the cost of a helmet, ranging from $ZO.M) to $500.00 may 

certainly be a potential bartier to people not wearing them It is important to 

note also, that while momrcycle. ATV, and skidoo helmet use is cornpvlrary 

for all of the province, only four Newfoundland municipalities h p l n r m t  

compulsoty bicycle helmet legislation. 



As well. peer pressure, the image of not being macho, alcohol use. 

fear, and misunderstanding may all be M S O ~  for Newfoundlanders not to 

wear a helmet. Finally, the older generations of Newfoundland did not have 

these helmet laws to abide by, and unformnately, they may retain childhood 

practice. If a behavior is not promoted and reinforced by the parent, then it 

is often perceived as unnecessary andlor unimportant to the child (Sosin et 

al.. 1996). 

It is also noteworthy to mention here that oflen times the emergency 

casualty omcer. resident, or ncurosurgeon on call determined that the helmet 

was not strapped up properly, if at all. In order to obtain the optimal 

protection that a helmet is designed to provide, it must be securely and 

pmperly fashioned as Henderson (1995) advocates. 

5 5  Other W A  injuries 

Motor vehicle-related issues that could potentially increase one's risk 

of inctming a THI include moose-involved MVAs, the operation of a 

skidoo. A N .  seadoo, andlor boat. In the p v i n c e  of Newfoundland and 

Labrador. more than in other provinces, people are often involved h moose- 

related MVAs. In this d y ,  there were 38 THIS inarmed fmm moose 

MVAs, accounting for only 1.4 percent of all THI-MVA mjutia 

documented. These most ~ e n t l y  o c c m d  m tile age group of 16-24 

years of age (38.5 %). Although this sNdy did not include those who died at 
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the scene ofthe accident, there were a lot fewer than what Rattey and Tumer 

(1991) reported for all monse-related injuries. And once again. males more 

often in& a THI as a mult of the accident (71.8 % ) thao did females 

(281 %). 

Revoltion suategies such as cutting back the ueeline from the 

highway, the installation of ~ l s ,  kquent  warning sips. and increased 

lighting are all measures that may help keep mmse off the road 

Additionally, as moose kquent the highways to lick the salt off of the mad 

perhaps Newfoundland mad-clearing authorities could use more sand 

instead of salt to decrease slippay mad conditions. These measures have 

already been implemented for many regions of the pmvince. Nonetheless, 

moose-MV.As arc still a major concern to Newfoundlanders. 

ATVs accounted for 104 cases of documented TWI admissions (3.8 

%I. These accidents occurred panicularly m children 15 years and younger 

(13.3 %). Most people who in-d a THI lium riding A W s  were not 

wearms a helmet (58.8 %) and they wett often under the influence of 

alcohol (46 %).). At lean some of these THIS, therefore, were preventable. 

Another significant point to highlight here is that one is requid W be 16 

yean of age or alder in Newfoundland in order w o p m  a motorirrd 

vehicle. yet most ATV accidencr occur in children younger than 16. 



It is safe to conclude that there were young children illegally 

operating an ATV without a helmet andlor h t  a p a n t  or supposedly 

responsible adult was operating the A N  but did not msure the child was 

protected A great deal of teaching and learning m u n d i n g  the wage of 

helmets would be dutned essential. If this is reflective of adult behaviour 

and mle modelling in Newfoundland. a lot is let? to be desired. These 

findinp arc supported by o thm (Cvijanonch et al.. 2001: Barwell et al., 

1996: Gibbs et al., 1997). 

Skidoo, seadaor. and boats accounted for 30 of the documented THIS 

resulting From MVAs (4 %). The age group mostly affmed was those aged 

2544, where 12 caws were found, making 40 percent of THIS resulting 

from this cause. This mowmobile frnding parallels what has been found in 

the l i te ram (American Academy of Pediamcs. 2000; Beilman et al., 1999). 

It 1s suspected that this age p u p  was mostly affected because a great deal 

of balance, coordination, and agility is needed w operate any of these 

motorized vehicles. Thew skills and abilities are n o d  to be most 

characteristic of an adult (Ebmole & He=, 1994). 

As there are obvious preventative mtchanistndpmtices to p e n t  

motor vehicle and bicycling accidenu, and becaw peninmt legislation 

around these were thought to impam their use, moa of the crnphasis of this 



research war placed on helmcf reatbelf and drinking and driving issues. 

However, some other noteworthy causes require highlighting. 

5.6 Falls 

Falls in this study included those that fell from a height above ground, 

such as off a pado deck. down a flight of stairs, or off furniture and also a 

slip and fall fmm golmd level. such as occurs with Uipping. Falls. by far, 

were the most common cause of a THI in this Newfoundland study (3 I 2  Yo). 

This finding was similar to that found for Canada where falls were the 

number one source of THIS (NTR 1999) and also ranked high for the US., 

where it was found to be the second most common cause of THI (NM, 

2000). 

lncunins a THI as a result of a fall was found panicularly in children 

agcr 0-15 years old (32 %) and also m pople ages 75 and grdter, where 

falls made up 79.1 96 of all THIS in this age group. That children were the 

ones most frequently incurring a THI fmm fallins was not -rising, as is 

svpponed by findings by Beame (1997). Ben et al. (1986). and K u c h a  

(2000). The elderly were also found to havc a high incidence of THI Eom 

fallmg (Ebersole & Hen. 1994; NM. 2000). 

It was observed through the Newfoundland chart rwicw that children 

frequently fell shon distances fmm arcas such as shopping carts, beds, other 

furniture, and countamps. This was not an unusual finding (Beattie, 1997; 
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Ben et al., 1994). It was at fim unexpected to document infants falling 

fmm seats placed on the countettop and for children to fall dawn aver a 

flight of swirs m a walker. However, Kirchner (2000) found this to be a 

common occurrence. Still. 11 is felt that much education on the safety of 

childm is needed herc m Newfoundland. 

The high inndence of serious falls in the elderly is not perceived as 

unusual or outstanding. Due to the elderly's natural andlor pathological 

declining cognitive and sensory functions, they are more susceptible to 

decreased memory recall. decreased vision. and decreased hearing (Ebmole 

&- Hess. 1994: NIH. 2000: Luukinen et al., 1999). Good information on 

these factors was not readily available in the cham reviewed for this study. 

5.7 Pedestrians 

. b y  pmon at any how of the clay, and at any clay of the year, walking 

dons the roadside. has the potential to be hit by a motor vehicle. People 

m n m $  a THI in a pcdesman accident accounted for 8.4 percent of the 

populadon m d i d  Once agm. more males (61.9 %) than fnnales (38.1 %) 

werc involved and the a g  gmup most affected was under age 15 (31.1 %). 

This finding was similar to what had been found m the literature (Patrick et 

al.. 1998: Hill et al.. 1996). Ben et al. (1994) add that due to the natural 

growth and development of children, it is not uncommon to xe children a 

the m o l t  sufferers of pedemian-related accidents that i n c u r d  THIs. 
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In this mdy, however, there was an unexpected finding where four of 

the 231 pedestrian-related THIS (1.7 %) were of young children in their own 

dnveways. ORen it was a parent who was backing out in the family vehicle 

who caused the accident. This initially unexpected £inding however, is 

supponed by other research (Hill et al.. 1996). Certainly rome heightened 

awareness of safety in child play could be implemented for p m m .  A 

second unusual observation was for the alder 1 5 4 4  year alds, who were 

i n j d  as pedesmans (7.8 %). In four of the cham reviewed (1.7 %), the 

pedemianr were. in kt, inebriated when they were hit. In some casa it 

may be the very p-n who lee their vehicle parked to walk home because 

they felt they were too impaired to drive tha~ got hit by a drunk driver. 

5.8 Sports/ Play 

In this mdy,  spomiplay conmbuted significantly to all THIS incwed 

horn 1985-98 (12 %). This finding parallels what has b m  found in the 

litcramc (NUi. 2000: Baker n al., 1994; Bucchner ct al.. 2000, Bailes & 

Can% 2001). The age group most significantly affected by this cause was 

found to be those aged 0-15 yean (18.6 %). Ben et al. (1994) s u p p n  this 

finding, wirh the rationale that it is childrm anyhow, who are typically 

involved in spom and play. However, as Bailes and Camu (2001) add, it 

really depends on what rype of spon or play is ongoing. h this mdy, spom 

injuries resulting from hockey, soccer, and softball wm the most common; 
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in play, sliding, swinging, and *horseplayn were the most common. The I 
numbers found here could, perhaps, undoubtedly be much higher. as many 

of the THIS that arc incwcd fmm spomlplay are said to $0 mxponed 

WIH, 2000). 

5.9 Abuse 

Shaken baby syndrome has been identified as a major cause of THI in 

the very youns (NIH. 2000). Most of the I2 cases of *abuse" in this study 

o c c d  in childrm less than one year old (83.3 %); one case occurred in 

a six-wcek-old baby. This is an rmsenling finding. Head mjury can impact 

a child's progression through some very imporrant sages of gmwth and 

development. It is felt that a m a t  deal of education is needed in this area 

but that good role modelling and early identification of the risk factors 

would be assets. 

5.10 Other Etiologicnl factors of TAIs 

Assault was another rare cause of THIS in this Newfoundland sample, 

being responnble for 1.5 pmcnt (11 cases) of rhc toel head injuries 

incurred. It occumd most hquendy in people ages 15 and under (39 %) 

and ages 2 5 4  years (36.6 %). Once again, more males (80.5 %) than 

females (19.5 %) w-m pmne to a head injury from this cause. Assault as a 

major c a w  of head injury was a c o m o n  &ding in h e  literature, 

particularly for the U.S. w h m  iiremm and other weaponry were kqtcntly 
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used (MH, 2000; Gilthorpe et al., 1999; Langley et al., 1996; Brickley & 

Shepherd 1995). 

Brawls were another etiological factor investigated for their influence 

on THIS. They were responsible for 2.8 percent (76 cases) of total THIS. 

Fighting involved mostly people aged 16-24 years old, where it produced 5.8 

percent (27 cases) of the THIS i n m d  for this age group. Fighting injuries 

were more frequent in males (69 cases) than females (7 cases). as was 

reported in previous literature (Hussein et al., 1994: Cherpital, 1993). In this 

study, alcohol use was noted in 15 of the 76 cases (19.7 %) of M I S  due to 

fighting. Alcohol. as was already mendoned does have the potential to 

increase one's risk-raking behawour, especially amongrt youns males 

(Cherpital. 1993). However. documentation was not consistent and alcohol 

use in this study refers only to those drinking and driving. 

The 14 cases of suicide anfmpt occurred most frequently in people 

aged 15-14 years (57.1 96) and more frequently in males (92.9 %) than 

females (7.1 %). As males typically use a more lethal means of suicide 

attempt and are thus more likely to cause head injury than are females, this 

finding is not surprismg (Johnson, 1989). 

Animal attacks accounted for only 0.4 w e n t  of all head injuries 

experienced. In this study, a l l  11 cases of THI resulting from an animal 

attack were caused by dogs. Most of the THIS as a result of an animal attack 
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w m  in children ages 15 and yomgcr (80 %). Having children as thc mast 

frequent victim of an animal altack and incurring a THI as a result of it was 

not m u d  (Husrein ct al.. 1994: Adenmkanmi eta]., 1998). 

Incurring a bead injury 6om being hit by a foreign object accounted 

for 102 (3.7 %) of the total number of THIS incurred in this rmdy. Thew 

injury causes ranged t o m  things such as falling mxs, mck being thrown, 

and waling into doorhtner, to bumping into furniture. Fitleen-yearolds 

and younger w m  the age goup most often affected, making up 57.4 percent 

of all THIS incurred for these ages. To find that children are the most 

susceptible age p u p  for getting THls as a result of a foreign object is not 

unusual (Bea et al.. 1994). It should be added, however, that this 

classification of forcig object injury does not include weapons used in 

fights. assaults, or abusive situations, nor does it include injuries with 

objects such as bats, which are included in spom/play injuries 

From the review of the cham, there were 14 THIS i n c d  in the 

workplace (0.51 %). Of the I4 inpries found, people aged 2544 felt the 

biggest impact (57.1 %). Since this pomm of the populadon involve 

mostly employed people. this is not me-ted They would be the ones 

most likely to &er injury as a d t  of work-related duties. The most 

cornon work-related injmy involved heavy consmrdioo and cquipmmt 



work areas. so only a small number of head injuries was anticipated. This is 

supported by the litmatwe (Husscin et al., 1994). 

5.11 Ootcome 

Most padenu with THIS as revealed from this study were discharged 

home (922 %). This is a gwd indication that the head i n j q  was not severe 

and b t  the person, in the medical doctois opinion, was well enough to go 

home and funcnon opnmally on his/her own. They no l 0 t I g ~  required the 

specialized senices of the health care system, at least not enough to keep 

them in hospital. Beattie (1997) discovered a similar finding. 

Only 3.8 percent of the population studied were disabled to the point 

that they had to k uansfen'ed to another health carc institution for same 

form of carc and rehabilitanon. At times. they were even t r a n s f e d  to 

lonptcrm care institutes such as nming homes. Thow that incurred head 

injury and were left severely disabled ofien had to be sent to rehabilitation 

institutes somewhere nuts~de of the province, such as Smybmok Hospital 

in Toronto, to receive marment not available in Newfoundland 

Only foln percent actually died in hospital b e c a w  of the THI. This 

is a relatively small m e n t a p  of people dying due to mumatically induced 

head injmies, which is a very pmmising d l .  Tbe data entered here. 

however. are exclusive of the people who died at the ~ m c  of the accident 

Given today's technological advances in health care and early imavention, 
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perhaps more and more people are making it to hospitai where rrsusitative I 
measwes are quickly and more efficiently implemented. 

Physiological outcomc was determined by using the Glasgow Coma 

Outcome scale with the categories of good recovery, moderate disability, 

severe disability. vegeranve mte, and death (Hall et al., 1985: Snoek et al.. 

1981). It is perhaps more meaningful and beneficial to explain the patient's 

physiological outcome. When a pman incurs a THI. they have the potential 

to suffer fmm serious wquelae. Rarely are the consequences limited to only 

one set of Spptoms, impairments, or a disability (NM, 2WO). 

Over 85 percent (87.2 %) of all patienrs experiencing a THI ended up 

with a good recovery staw. For these people, normal life activities resume, 

even though there may exist a minor neurological or pathological deficit 

(Hall et al.. 1985). This proportion of cases with *gwd recovery" is high 

but no other studies capturing cases and outcomes in this manner were found 

for comparison. Fewer people are enduring severe THIS and their sequelae 

because of today's increased emphasis on zafery and infrasmcme 

changes/altcrations (NM. ZOM)). Also, due to today's increased education on 

prevention and an overall heightened public awareness made possible 

through the media, THIS may result in less severe and fewer ~quelae .  This 

is an opdmistic outcome because people are left with a satkfacmry level of 

fundoning. 
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Only a small percentas of people wth a THI in this study were 

diagnosed with a moderate disability as a result of the injury (1.4 %). For 

those who retain a moderate disability as a d t  of the THI, are still able to 

function to a relatively hi@ degree in society (Snoek et al., 1981; Hall n al., 

1985: NIH. 2000). Some examples of disabilities that belong in this 

category from the research arc decreased vision in one or bath eyer. 

decreased hearing in one or both ears, and difficulty with short term memory 

recall. The NIH (2000) study confirms that although head injury may mult 

in physical impairment. the more problematic consequences involve one's 

cognition. emotional functioning, and behaviour. 

One hundred and ninety two cases (7 %)experienced a THI which Iefr 

them wth a severe dirabilsty. Thcsc people are not able to function 

independently in the community (Snoek et al., 1981: Hall et al.. 1985). 

Some examples of a severe disability that were found in this research were 

major personality changes. with behmiour that is vny aggmsive or 

tnappmpriate in society. and total loss of memory. As NIH (2000) paints 

out althou@ most complications become apparent in the k t  few days, 

some may not surface undl months lam, depending on the severity of the 

muma 

Only 10 people (0.4%) who incurred a THI fell into the category of 

vegetative state. The people bere were unmnsciom and tevealed only 
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minimal s i g  of brain function (Snoek et al., 1981). Derived h m  the 

research. such p o n s  were dependent for all of their activities of daily 

living. They were typically fed with a tube insmed into their stomach, 

received fluids inmvenously, and had to be m u a l l y  positioned and Nmed. 

These p e m ,  could not talk, walk, or comprehend commands. 

Only four percent of people died as a result of their THI. Fmm the 

review of the charts, eight patienrs were first placed on brain death protoeol 

with no sign of life except for brainstem functioning, and they died shortty 

thereafter. In approximately six cases, organs were salvaged for 

uansplanration. To determine the m e  impact of THIS, it would have been 

necessary to find out the total number of deaths fmm THIS that occurred at 

the scene of the accident. These were victims of THIS that would not have 

been admitted to hospital and therefore would not have showed up in 

hospital cham. Only the charts of those that suffered andlor died h m  THI 

a h  be~ng admined to hospital are included in this study. 

It is important to note here as well that admission criteria was not 

perceived to have changed during the study Mod. Although the health car? 

of Newfoundland, like any other pmvinceIs~ate!coun~ry has received the 

benefirs of advanced technological change and m o b  treatment, this was 

not perceived to have significantly changed in the time period studied 

Similarly, no significant number of hospital beds or nursing Mirs were 
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closed during this time frame, that would have potentially impacted on the 

number of THIS sent home instead of being admitted. Additionally, no 

chana in niage or referral panems between areas of Newfoundland and 

Labrador were noted during this time. 

5.12 Head Injury Type 

The most common type of head injury far the population of 

Newfoundland studied was an ~nharrarual injury of other1 unspecified nature 

mWwithout mention of open inaarranial wound (37.0 %). 

The second most common type of head injury was a concussion (14.9 

%). Concusaons are genmlly percaved to be less serious, with a low 

probability of producing severe sequelae. Zenmer et al. (19%) in their study 

of bicycling and head injuries found that 70 percent of head injuries i n d  

from bicycling resulted in gwd recovery. They found lhat 14.9 percent of 

thcsc wcrc diagosed with concurslon. 

5.13 Preventative Program 

In spite of the overwhelming high percentage of people recovering 

from their THI with good status. four percent of people still died as a result 

of THI. These injuries, for the most pan could haw been prevented. It is 

well documented in the litemme that 90 percent of all injuries are 

prevenrable (NTR 2000. Think F i m  Foundation of Canada, 2000). Much 

research has pmven that engaging in simple behaviom such as fanening 
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your seatbclS not drinking and driving, and wearing a helmt does 

sigruficantly reduce head injlny and injlpy in general 1Bolen et al., 1999: 

NTR 1999: Think Firs., 2M)O: Martin. 2001). 

The impact ofpublicly promoting safety was found to be especially so 

in those commrmities/pmvinceS,statedcoun~a fhaf implemented legislation 

around their use. For those places that implemented compulsory helmet use. 

seatbelt use. and not drinking and driving, and reinforced their laws thmugh 

educauon and media and c o m i t y  programs, a great impact was found 

(Think First Foundation of Canada. 2M)I; Bolen et al., 1999). 

Searbelt legislation initially rntmduced to this province in the early 

1980's never gat really enforced until the early 1990's. In this study, a 

greater majority of the people were wearing seatbelts than noc In the fim 

half of the study. years 1985-1991, more people .me not wearing seatbelts 

(n=120) than were (n=97). This compans to the second half of the s ~ d y ,  

years 1992-1998. where more people wore their seamelt (n=155) than did 

nor (11-88). Even though there was a reversal of fi- with respect to who 

was wearing a seatbelt and who was not over the time that it becam more 

ruictly enforced, m find out that 37.9 pment o v d l  still do not wear their 

seatbelt is not g c d  enough. Perhaps rhc cumnt ha of 50 m 500 dourn, 

the demerit point Synem stipulations, and other judicially enforced penalties 



arc not severe enough. If stiffer pmalties were implemented, &en ma* we 

would wimess a greater reduction in the number of people violadng the law. 

As for drinkin= and driving, not much b been found in the way of 

dnnking and driving legslation and its effectiveness. From the results 

generated for Newfoundland. there is not much to be said for implementing 

such legslation. For the first half of the study, 1985-1991, significantly 

more people were not drinking and driving (n=174) than were (n=S2). 

Similarly. for the second half of the study, more people were not drinking 

and driving (n=206) compared to those who were (n=113). 

Legislation for drinking and driving seemed to have little effect on 

decreasing head injuries in Newfoundland. In fact. those answering yes to 

drinking and driving in the second half of the smdy ("=I 13) exceeded those 

found to be drinking and driving in the first half of the study (n=82), when 

lemslarion was supposedly not strictly enforced. It becomes obvious 

therefore. that a decision to change the alcohol level h m  0.08 to 0.05 was a 

good move, bur it did not really get thmugh to the rising number of people 

who continue to drink and drive. Perhaps, the penalties of driver licence 

suspensions, fines of upwards to $L,000.00, and the ovetbimping &reat of a 

prison sentexe are not steep enough to deter people fmm drinldng and 

driving. Besides Ihe cfforu exerted by advocacy gmups against drinldng 

and driving, such a s  MADD and SADD, children m the school system arr 
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continuously being reminded of the i m p o m e  of wearing your reattelt and 

not drinking and driving. Awareness programs such as these, p&ps, need 

ro be increased to obtain the desired mcieral effect. 

Bicycle helme wearing in Newfoundland was, in the past, promoted 

through the Newfoundland and Labrador Safety Council with the schwls as 

middlemen. They offered subsidized purchase of bicycle h e l m s  to all 

children attending the schools m Newfoundland. This program was called 

*Lids for Kids" and targeted the disadvantaged children in communities. 

This offer was sent home to parents to review and avail of if they so chose. 

At present time, all funding has been exhausted so now the council just 

delivm the literature to all schwls and designates a teacher to present it to 

the children. However, the Safety Council still offer bicycle mdeos to 

children which prcsens insrmmon on bicycle and helmet safety. 

Additionally, the local children's hospital, the Janeway Children's Hospital, 

took part in a CHIRP Rogram, Children Head Injury Resource Refection 

Program a nationally recognized organization that advocates and promotes 

the importance of wearing helmets and prwmtion. 

Additionally, the local fwd takeout business, McDonald's, paired up 

with the local Royal N e w f d a n d  Constabulary police enforcement 

organization to pass out 6'ee f o d  coupons for those that were wearing their 



helmets while on bicycles. This was done on a periodic basis by passer-by I 
police vehicles. This program unfommately, has not continued. 

These were all efforts to inmase public awareness, educate the 

public. and actively enforce pased legislation. With only four 

municipalities in the whole province. however. enforcing this legislation for 

all ages and imposing a S25.W fine for not wearing the helmet. much more 

widespread implementation is needed in the rest of the municipalities of the 

province. Additionally. when asked about the snicmess in enforcing this 

legislation in St. John's and Mount Pearl, the response was always, "No. we 

would not always stop the bicyclist who was not wearing a helmet". 

particularly. if it were "An adult" and "Our manpower monitoring this 

legislation is quite small". all pointing to the fact that although the 

legislation is present. it is not necessarily being enforced 

The usage of helmets and the imponance of them is not only an 

important issue with respect to bicycles. It is also important with respect to 

the use of A N s .  skidoas, and motorcycles. Injury seemed to be particularly 

denrased in those areas where helmet legislation was p m t  (Rourkc, 

1994; Sosin ct al., 1996: Vulcan & Lane, 1998). 

Education, media awareness, policy and legislation, and role 

madelling have all been found to play a role. Many pwention progrand 

activities in S t  John's and Newfamdland are in place in an effort to help 
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prevent injury. However, due to the still unacceptably high kqumcy of 

head injuries occurring in Nevvfoundland, it is felt that education to increase 

awareness and preventative behaviors is still very much needed. 

With respect to orher c m e r  of bead injuries, m c h  h e f i t  can be 

gained 6om education, panimlarly for children andlor child care. In this 

study, children were documented to frequently fall 6om countmops, fall 

down stairwells while in walkers. get hit by a motor vehicle in their own 

driveways, and suffer from physical abuse. 

For the pmvlnce of Newfoundland and Labrador, health care 

professionals in the community. such as community health nurses and social 

workers. are most likely to suggest and promote child rafety in these areas. 

Other progams located in Newfoundland that address the issue of child 

safety are Safe Kids Canada and KISS (Kids in Safety Seats) (Safe Kids 

Canada. 2002). These are non-pmfit ocganizations that promote the safety 

of children, m general, including the home and rnvironment, and alw, in car 

seats. walkm. highchairs, ctc., respectively. Walkers, in fact, are now 

~llegal in Canada (Newfoundland and Labrador Safety Council, 2001). 

Pedestrian safety is also imporrant (American Brain Injury 

Association, 2001; lkrh et al., 1999). In ihis siudy, 231 head mjuries 

occwred to pedemians. At presenq the larger communities of 

Newfoundland have in place during the school year crosswalk p-el m 
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ensure that the children get across the sue- safely and bos monitm to 

ensure the safe loading and unloading of school buses. The Brain Injury 

Association of America (2001) and the Newfoundland Brain Injury 

Association (2001) also help p-rs to teach their children prevention, ir., 

look both nxys before crossing the sum. 

Spodplay  also has preventative issuer that may be assessed. 

Although not much programming is in place to monitor playground andlor 

sport safery, orhm have found ducation and mining in thex areas to be 

important (The American Brain Injury Association, 2001: Baker & Patel. 

2000). Provincially and nationally, there exin advoeaey gmups to promote 

the safety of children In playsounds (Kids Safe Canada. 2002: 

Newfoundland and Labrador Safety Council, 2001). 

Although the incidence of THIS from occupational causes is quite low 

(n= 14). the workplace is still an area that needs to addms safety iuues. 

Moa 1 x 9  workplaces in Newfoundland have in place occupational health 

and safety comminees that meet regularly and address workplace hazards 

and u d e  practices  gom men^ of Newfoundland and Labrddor, 201). 

Secondly. the Newfoundland and Labrador Safery Council (2001) provides 

occupational health and safety oaining for those mnrrstcd m obtaining i t  



5.14 Other etTeets of THIS 

The occurrence of a THI not only impacts on the individual's 

physiological stam; it also has the potential to impact on one's quality of 

life. financial status, family, and society in general. C h n i c  employmmf 

divorce, economic main, and rubsance abux have been mentioned in 

previous studies (NM, 21300). This study was not designed to assess these 

effects but. through the review of the c h m ,  the researcher q a t e d l y  was 

made aware of the impact of THIS. 

This personal and familial impact k a m e  especially apparent fmm 

the social workers' notes. Situations mentioned were the father who was 

now in a vegetative state with a non-working wife and a newborn child, the 

placement problem of a patient with major THI-induced behavioral 

problems. and the individual who would be unable to return to his job 

because of the sevm nature of his injuty. As well as impacting heavily on 

families. people who suffer fmm THIS place additional strain and burden on 

social renice agencies. law enforcement, and the courts. 

5.15 Limitations 

Limitations have been identified m this study that could have 

potentially altered the r e d 5  obtained. Fint, this study only considers those 

head-injured people that were amally admined to hospital. It does not take 

into account those who died at the xene of the accident, those who suffered 
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a mild hematoma or concussion and went home from the scene of the 

accident, or those who came to emetgency and did not get admitted It also 

therefore. could not assess those cases of homiide and completed suicide. 

for example. as they would have died at the scene. 'Ibis could de6etely 

skew our results towards a population admitted with a better prognosis; 

omission of those wth mild injuries could result in admission with poar 

prognosis. Secondly. only charts from three hospitals on the Avalon 

Pminsula in the greater eastern area were reviewed, as this was the most 

densely populated region of the province. Based on a detailed review of the 

first and last year of the srudy period the number of chams reviewed h m  

those sires. however. represented an esnmated 64 percent of all head injuries 

experienced in Newfoundland and Labrador in the study period. The results 

would ha\-e been more generalizable had all of the health care institutions 

across the province been included. 

Of all charts elig3le for review, 292 were missing, incomplete, or lost 

in storage. Many pieces of information from the charrs were missing. These 

were in the form of patient demographics, the n a m  of the head injury 

experienced the etiology of the THI. and the narurc of the outcome of thc 

injmy. ICD codes were x)mcrimes m g l y  assigned e.$. h k m  wse vs. 

head injury; they accounted for less tbm two percmt of cham. A cmss 



reference with E-ccdm was not done. It is unlikely rhir would have 

significantly changed the cases obtained. 

Also mrssing were etiology; the pasition one was in if MVA was the 

source of the THt the seatbelc helmet: alcohol sfatus if applicable; and 

ha%ing to indicate this stam then as not given, and finally, the indicahon of 

the blood alcohol level (BAC), if applicable. With regard to outcome of THI, 

dates. hospital outcome andlor glascow outcome status w m  frequently 

missing. 

incompleteness of the chan entailed such issues as that occlmed when 

the doctor no lonser practiced at the health cam facility and the patient's 

chan was not completed. Pertinent pleces of the chans w m  sometimes 

missinp such as the admissionidischarge summary, the emergency record 

and the doctor's history and physical. T I e x  are the main elements of the 

clwn fmm wh~ch basic pieces of information were obtained. 

Finally, a toral of 27 chans were deemed immevable and w m  thus 

nor miewed. 

Chart information may also have been inaccmate. Potential sources 

of error include the doctors evaluation of the padent at the time following 

the injroy. Dnmken, confused and eautmdzed patients are at a high risk of 

giving incomplnc or wrong information ammd thc occumnce of the THI. 

For example, *s, I wore a seatbelt" may in fact not be a reliable statement 
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9 somebody who was confused or intoxicated. Intoxication, as well. could 

result in a more serious assessment. The rapid recovery from what was 

actually a lesser injury could skew the d s .  Coding of TIUS was also 

questioned. Where there was mentioned of two types of head injury, often 

r i m  there was only one coded for. Also, i n c m  coding. as illuded to 

above, was also an issue. 

5.16 Unexpected Findings 

In the course of gathathering data h m  the charts for this mdy, some 

unexpffted finding were observed. i.e.. some of which d m  the way 

health care is delivered m the people of Newfovndland and Labrador. 

First of all, for every patient that m t m d  the emergency dqmment 

with a mumatic head injury. peninrnt information was not even obtained 

After having bern involved in an MVA and incurring a head injury 

quemons about drinking and dnving, not wearing a helmeL or not wearing a 

seatbelt. may not even have been addressed. These are very vital pieces of 

infonnation for the herexarther that could potentially lead to the reason why 

someone got killed in an accident or charged for causing the accident that 

caused death and/or bodily harm However, it is not winen hospital policy 

rhat a toxic meen be done when someone is admitted dnmk nor is it mitm 

hospital policy m find out the details of whether or not someone wore a 



helmcr or a watbelt. It is purely upon the discretion of the casualty officer in 

the emergency depamnentto order such a test 

In 1997. the Health Sciences Center undertwk the project of 

developing a muma regisny. This system provided a cenWlized collection 

of acndent relevant information which would make the remeval of health 

statistics much more easily obrainablc. This form was completed for every 

injury incurred from an accident and would even address the information 

found missing tn this s ~ d y .  such as helmet rtam. seatbelt staNs and alcohol 

status. The perron employed to do this, however. became quickly fiumatcd 

at the lack of help received to complete such a large task and lee this 

position. .41 present. therefore. the project is at a standstill and the 

ovemhelnunp health care deficit holds no promise for fulfillment of this mle 

that requires assistance. 

5.17 Conclusion and Fumre Research Direction 

THIS appear to be on the decline over the last number of years. h m  

1985 to 1998. THIS arc sill a major cause of morbidity and morality at the 

provincial. national. and international levels. Most head injutis arc 

preventable. With the implementation of legislation and bylaws, people 

spar to increase their use of preventative bchaviours, but with ndnimal 

fines. immf6cicnt maqwwer to d m e  legislation, and the nature of the 

gmgaphy of the pmvince of Newfoun~d ,  people can quite easily avoid 
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being penalizd for not doing so. An associated denease in THIS with the 

implementation of compulsory scatbelt wage and compulsory helmet usage 

was found. The impact of a stricter drinking and driving regulation was 

uncertain. However. there is much more education and heightened public 

awareness needed in all areas. 

While many preventative progam exist pmencially and nationally, 

there is still much need for improvement particularly with respect to 

childcare. This could be a goal for our healthy public policy makers, so as to 

continue to decrease the economic, personal, societal. and family burdm rhat 

so oftm accompanier THIS. 
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a) 800 wries- Fracture of vault of skull 
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